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I . SOCIOLOGICAL 

■; A ^: OPMiONS, OC^^ CRMliilS^I • 

[Eollowlris la a translation of an article 
written by ■ Bao Dlnb Giang and Dong Hoa.l ^ 
in Ng;hlen Cuu Van Hoc (Literary Research)* 
Wo. 11* November i960> Hanoi, pages 1-9.J 

The criticism of literature and art has, for a long 
time, been considered and emphasized in many of the documents 
and opinions issued by the Central Committee and by many com¬ 
rades and leaders of the Party, 

It was clearly noted in the letter of the Central Execu¬ 
tive Committee of the Party to the Second National Conference 
on Literature and Art that “Another Important subject is the 
elucidation of sane criticism. Sane criticism always has 
strong effect on the development of literature and art," 

Comrade Truong Chlnh said in his lecture given at the 
Second National Conference on Literature and Art that "There 
is a need to undertake a movement of sane criticism within 
the consideration of the principles of serving the Homeland, 
the people, and the popular democratic regime, and in a sin¬ 
cere and creative spirit. We must be decisive in eliminating 
criticism of a false and destructive nature or of a brutal 
and oppressive nature. It is necessary to elucidate the free¬ 
dom of thought to encourage the discussion of antagonistic 
opinions among the people," 

The Central Committee and the comrades and leaders of 
the Party have shown us the serious objectives, duties, the 
position, the standpoint, the attitude, and procedure in the 
task of criticizing literature and art in accordance with the 
basic principles of Marxist-Leninlst doctrine on literature 
and art, . 

Many worthy achievements have been attained in the work 
of criticizing literature and art during the last few years. 
The struggle against the reexamination of the Nhanvan-Giai 
Pham (Humanistes-Masterpieces) has been victorious. Since 
then, and up to the present time, the mission of criticizing 
literature and art has Advanced another step. The number of 
critics, as well as the number of readers of the critics* 
works, have shown an evident increase in comparison with the 
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first few years after the return of peacei A’number of new 
critics have progreesively been introduded to the readers, 
and many former critids have come back to Ihe active movement 
of criticizing litera,ture and art, I'he criticism movement 
has acquired new impetus due, to' seveJcai open discussions of 
the poem “Tu Ay"'t"Frora I’here^lHby To Huu, the novel "Cai San 
G-ach" ["The Paved Yard"] by Dao Vu, and the play, "Mot Dang 
Vien" ["A Member of the Party"] by Hoc Phi,,'together with se¬ 
veral exchanges;of opinions oh works of literature .and art 
during the meetipns of literature and art ciubs,' Something 
special is corking,from the critldh who have ,-the task of 
criticizing literature and art, and critiOlSiii' is also appear¬ 
ing in the opinions of the leaders of the Party, the workers; 
the peasants, and the soldiers, and in magazines and during 
different conversations. . 

The task of criticism has also shown more vitality ! in 
the newspapers and in the magazines. Van ,Nghe [Literature 
and Art]. Van Hoc [Literature], and Van Hghe :5uan Pol iLltera- 
tiare..and Art' in,, the Army J . s'inoe the beginning of 1959. The 
task of criticising literature and art has also received 
full consideration in political, social, daily news, weekly, , 
and monthly magazines. ' The creation of the Institute of Lit¬ 
erature and the publication of the review. Literary, Research 
have also contributed to the development of the movement fbr 
the criticism of literature and art. 

All of the above-mentioned developments huve contribut¬ 
ed to the new vigor of the movement for artistic criticism, 
and it is becoming more exciting and promising. However, 
our movement to criticize literature and art still has its 
weak points arid defects and these weak points and defects 
have been a serious obstacle in the advancement of the move¬ 
ment. To give impetus to the artistic criticism movement, 
vre believe these weak points and defects should be mentioned 
in order to conceive the most suitable plari and method for 
their resolution. 

First of all, we must mention the tendency to exces¬ 
sively high artistic goal and an excessively low political 
goal, which is in conflict with the conception of artistic 
criticism of the. Party. The Party greatly appreciates ‘an ar¬ 
tistic goal, but never neglects the fact that politics is 
the first goal in any circumstance. 

We believe this problem should continuously receive 
reasonable consideration. The reason is, like in other 
domains of revolutionary activity (politics, economics, 
culture, etc.), in the domalri of artistic criticism, iri the 
present time as well as in the past, the' deadly dispute is 
still going ori between two rival conceptions, the proletarian 
and the capitalistic. This dispute moves back and forth, and 
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appears under different forms. /Sometimes it is hldded, and 
at other times it becomes an opSn aisputSl sometimes it is 
subtle, and sometimes It is declsll^e'. We Should not neglect 
the principle in regard to those, dlsphtes between artistic 
conceptions. We must stiefe to tke tWo above-^mentioned basic 
conceptions ofantlstlc Sniticism, However,.among tho people, 
the understanding"of art can only be attained by free ^diacus- 
sion to use arguments to master argumentSsand,to advance 
thoughts to cOntend with thoughts; and we cannot use the ma¬ 
jority to dominatejthe minority, because truth cannot be dis¬ 
covered in science nor in art by just the majority. 

In our present artistic criticism movement, there is 
a. bad tendency to fear tension, offense, and loss of dignity. 
This leads to a seclir^ and reserved front which withdraws in 
the face Of a bad reaction of some criticized party and then 
comes to a point where no efforts are made, even for the neces¬ 
sary and constructive expressions of ideas for the sahe of 
truth. 

-Like in Other fighting tasks a courageous struggle : 
and a enthusiastic revolutionary mind should be solidly main¬ 
tained. bur pens, our brains, and our hearts must be trained 
to eliminate the enemy of the proletarian conception of art 
8t any time and under any form. We believe that the appari¬ 
tion of the secure tendency in artistic criticism, like the 
reserved attitude or the withdrawal in the face of any at¬ 
tack, manifests the rightist attitude which eliminates the 
fighting spiritj and is not advantageous and must be dis¬ 
carded from any activity of our sane criticism. 

In the task of artistic criticism, like in any other 
revolutionary task, a correct political attitude and a good 
artistic conception can easily result in a mistake without 
the existence of a suitable method of thinkins* I't is common¬ 
ly knovm that literature and art represent an aspect of so¬ 
cial consciousness which reflects the objective reality of 
the evolution of dialectic development. We also know that 
the characteristic of creative arts is imaginative reflection. 
A good criticism of an artistic work demands the observations 
of the critical author in order to meet the requirements of 
the objective reality and thus discover the living truths. 
On the other hand, the laws of artistic creation and the ana¬ 
lysis of concrete and living artistic metaphors must be a- 
dopted, and compared to objactive truths in order to discover 
the social substance and the artistic value of the master¬ 
piece. 

In our artistic criticism movement, theie is also the 
situation which has not Issued from objective realities (so¬ 
cial life, masterpieces, authors), but from subjective deduc¬ 
tion which stubbornly identifies itself Us the very core of 
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the truth. This is the reason why .we have come:acro.ss the 
unilateral,; tendentiousj simple .(simple-minded^, and:Elemen¬ 
tary critioa, , : 

Some critics only point out defects, rather than quali¬ 
ties, In some'' ■c'hsEe, ^sarcasm whiqh is directed, toward the 
xfork of the artsistically immatuner.U^ of hudh''a,-'natunE 
that it. serves only to frighten yoving writers.^ ■ 
find :in such critics the henevolent, rstifflulating.Mnd con¬ 
structive style wh;ich meets the conception of artistic critic¬ 
ism of the Party, but we -only find cantankerous expressions 
which lack eqiiitjr and generosity*- , ■ .1 

, . Some critics, howeven, are used' to tehdentlousiy emphasiz¬ 
ing the spiritual content and neglecting the ariistic form. 
Those critics have been too lenient; with themselves lii Ex-? 
posing and. in praising the ’’opportunist tasks” which,'in fact, 
only consist , of immature works delivered, after swallowing 
a crude handful of documents and methods. Of course, accord¬ 
ing to our conception, we have to elevate and encourage op¬ 
portune tasks; but we do hot praise works which clumsily and 
flatly develop methodology. This tendency has led to the tole¬ 
ration of elementary and vitally . poor works \7hich complete¬ 
ly lack educational value, - ' 

Another tendency of these critics is to.praise only 
because of personal sympathy,- They sometimes even miss the 
defects in principles. With these critics, the readers might 
think that artistic uritlclsm'is only a matter of convenience 
or of personal taste, without a^jr consideration for the prin¬ 
ciples, the attitudes, and the conceptions,of society. 

The above-mentioned types of criticism are only the 
products of subjective, tendentious and unilateral methods 
of thinking. They lead to the elementary, the simple and 
the inflexible, and cannot seriously reflect the objective 
truth. These tendencies have been quite an obstacle to the 
development of the artistic criticism movement, and therefore 
they are useless in the creative movement. 

The above-mentioned subjective and unilateral tendencies 
reveal critics with errors, eagerness, irritation, and super¬ 
iority attitudes. This very odd criticalhbtltude has allowed 
the redressing of the wrong ideas and attitudes of a niamber 
of criticized parties, Ife believe that the criticized parties 
would acknowledge their full appreciation of their. Ideas If^ 
the critics would have a sincere and constructive attitude‘' 
on the basis of mutual aid between comrades. ¥e must, at the 
same time, give respect and consideration to laborious and 
creative works of other people. We must not even eagerly 
disregard immature works, 

r From another point of view, according to the conception 
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of the Party, It is commonly known that literature laid art‘ 
must be the work of all people. It is the same vfith illO task 

ri’tist-ic crlticis^. ' With regard to those who: create art^ 
their wofks are published to serve the revolutioh and the 
people. The people, have the right to praise to :dispp*» ' . 
prove of, any art work which causes damage to them e,nd to th# 
revolution. It is the responsibility of writers and artists 
to acknov/ledge criticism of their xiork regardless of its - 
source. There is no excuse for bad reactions of authors against 
the criticism of the public and the readers, Naturally, it 
is important to see that not all of the critical opinions 
of the public of the readers is entirely correct. This is 
v;hy the acknowledgement of the critical opinions of the peo¬ 
ple aoes not mean following them bllMly but rather studying 
s-nd analyzing them calmly in order to choose ^the valuable 
ideas xirhich will contribute to our improvement. Sometimes 
it is-necessary to discuss and to exchange ideas with the 
critics to clarify the subject. In art, any attitude which 
rejects criticism is bad and in conflict with the conception 
of art in our Party, 

In the artistic criticism movement during the past 
year, in quite a few cases the attitudes of those xirho have 
been criticized have not confromed with this spirit. Some 
artists have the erroneous idea that the critics are examin¬ 
ing them and looking for faults. Some authors even attack 
and despise the; critics, saying; "it is easy to talk, but 
difficult to act,” “Don’t criticize if you don’t create,” 
What does he know about the subject that he can criticize?” 

It is certain that none of us readers can approve of this 
haughty attitude of "standing above the people" which these 
authors have. They do not yet realize that the goal of being 
criticized and the goal of criticsing are both meant to serve 
the revolution and nothing else. They cannot realize that 
everyone can criticize according to his own degree of knox^- 
ledge eveii though ‘he may not create. 

Some authors refuse to recognize astute criticism 
and respond only to erroneous opinions given by their super¬ 
ficial critics; and then they concentrate their coxmter- 
attack on those poor critics in order to avoid the implica¬ 
tions of really astute criticism. 

In summary, in the task of artistic criticism today, 
there is a bad reaction bet reen the artist and the critic, 
a lack of creative integrity, superficiality, Clanlshness, 
poor individual preconceptions, and gratuitous condemnation 
causing a lack of solidarity. At the same time, in a few con¬ 
crete subjects, some ideas which are completely in conflict 
with oxir- conceptions are passed over and are not confronted 
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dialectids in or^ei^ to discover the truth. The 
above, attitudea of poor Criticism and the reactions to such 

+ communication between the 
critics and have hindered the valuable noten- 

Ships b^3sa upon the relation- 

Van, mA o^der to forcefully encourage the artisitic critic- 
this coSli^t It af^’ord to ignore the solution of ^ 
tnis conflict by hot raising the level of politics thono-ht 

^ experiences of the critics as well as the^ ’ 
artists in Order to promote solidarity. On the other hand 

the ^critic deviate and bad attitudes of 
J!? ^ and the artists. ¥e think that the essential wav 
fLt conflict between criticism and creation ifto Se 
5^0+possess the attitude of both critic and art- 
iSt according to the serious conceptions of the Partv For 

rin°be rllt^S.^" both critic anrlrtisJ^the^e 
llfp ^ ^^® politics, techniques, and 
life, and perhaps even opposition; and, therefore thp frtrif'Ho+ 
between criticism and creation may suddenly Kcome acute and 
create severe repercussions. At the S timirthit woulf 
work- a?d®thia^ opportunity for our enemies to sabatoge our 
ork, and this may also bring about a lack of solidarity. 

festationq O? criticism, we still see mani- 
lestations of careless and superficial criticisms Ther<^ 
are even instances where artistic works are pnSsed on 
tSla®u/S»f reading. Ewerlence . h^r" 
and^withon?\no^a°^^ ^borough study, without deep thought, 

'Without pro and con consideration of the problems before 
^y criticisms are made, it is difficult to avoid mere rush 

irresponsible praise pr condemnation. For more 
moSm?r,+ ? * ^®^^ point in the artistic criticism 
movement has been the weakness of the cadre-critics in ha die 
Marxist-Leninist dlaletics as related to art. Their level of 
teotmloal knowledge Is generally still limited arMlatld 
to the revolutionary task which is now before us. 
tiod .^afJ^bout dialectics, politics, and techniques, the eri- 

confuse phenomena and the essence of the 
leSe oftbrJinJi* without the necessary know- 
iedge of the truth, the critics will not have the criteria 

degree Of reality reflected by rwork aSJ by 
example, to criticize an artistic work on ^ 

ifco ®°°P®^?''*-i''^e3, socialized industry, or military 
life, without thorough understanding of the psycholoRical im- 
portance of the feelings of the workers, peasants, and soldiers 
not^hP ®^°^?>^^°^. °^, ^beir struggle and production, it will 
not be possible to have effective criteria for deep criticism 
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and analjrsls. Because of the limited &dope of the aftistlc 
criticism movement, the majority of the ohitics have done no 
more than just beginJ with the Okceptioh of a few who have 
contributed something of value# OUr critics have not succeed¬ 
ed in thoroughly analyzing the social nature and the artis 
level of the work. - As to the-leadership, no concrete plan cover¬ 
ing creative activity has yet evolved, and no plan has been 
made to create'cadre-critics. Up to the present time, a group 
of professional critics has not yet taken shape,. ¥e feel that 
this weak point can be overcome with time, but. first 6f all 
it is necessary to rapidly overcome some important defects in 
order to satisfy the needs of the artistic criticism movement 
at the present time. 

Today, in the organization of the artistic Criticism 
movement,thepe is a tendency to solve the conflicts’between 
the three sources of criticism, the artists, the padres of 
different levels and different branches (including even the 
leading cadres), and the people. 

Some authors believe their works only need the support 
of the leadersV and of the people. This beL ief leads them to 
the. point where they are indifferent to the views of the cri¬ 
tics and espeiaily to the condemnation received from the art¬ 
ists, for they always think that the artist is Indifferent 
to any work but his own and lacks equity and objectivity. 
Some authors think that the opinions of the people are unim¬ 
portant and that the political cadres are not able to under¬ 
stand the characteristics and techniques which are manifested 
in artistic creation. This is why the criticism of the people, 
workers, peasants, and soldiers does not receive high con¬ 
sideration, and why the political cadres are thought of as 
trying to challenge the authors and to preach on the arts in 
a very mechanical way. 

In the organization and leadership of criticism, we must 
firmly eliminate the tendencies which are emanating from the 
three sources of artistic criticism, 

¥e have already realized that our revolutionary arts 
are here to serve the people. Only a close relationship with 
the life of the people can bring vitality to the arts. It is 
the same with artistic criticism. Leaving out the critical role 
of the people would place many limitations on the task of ar¬ 
tistic criticism, ¥e cannot afford to not give serious con¬ 
sideration to the role of tfe people as participants in artis¬ 
tic criticism. The people participating in artistic criticism 
include the common people and the cadres of different levels 
and different branches,. 

Of course, in artistic criticism, the very core is still 
the artist and especially his critics, because there is a 
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fund of knowledge in them which brings aboui. intel^ligent dis¬ 
cussion and the practice of the arts as well as the dialeticsj 
and the practice qi' revolution^ ^ f + 

However*, we' cannot af for<i'to hdt respect "the penetrat¬ 
ing knowledge, of the workeiO, pOaoaritO, and soldiers, concern¬ 
ing real,life ;as a'cohtribution te the task of artistic . , 
criticism, . ^hey are the most directly concerned ..with social 
life, and most directly participated in the struggle and in 
productiori., -This is why they are also the best Inspectors 
for the level reflecting reality in the work Of ^art. 1^^ 
judging the acuity of .the writer in respect to' the ipsychology 
of the workers, the peasants and the soIdiers,nobody<is so 
well equipped as the peasants, the soldiers> and the workers 
them.selvesi ' ■ ■ ■ 1' . 

¥e Oanhot afford to not give a high value to.the cri¬ 
tical opinions, of the leading cadres and of the cadre group 
as a whole. They are the ones who have been participating 
in the class struggle and who have been tested in the struggle 
for a sharp political awareness which allows them to distin¬ 
guish right from' wrong and the wheat from the chaff for 
the people and for the revolution. \ , 

These three groups possess unevenly distributed know¬ 
ledge, Some are proficient in one area and- some in another. 
The backgrounds of the knowledge of these groups have their 
own important characteristics. Knowing how to utilize these 
three sources will itisk©-it possible to draw out valuable ideas 
which could not be contributed by any famous critic no matter 
who he is. . m ...i 

Through wide discussions of the poem Tu Ay, the novel 
Cai San G-ach, and the play "Mot Dang Vien", it is commonly 
agreed that^only the development of wide criticism and the 
freedom of thought in criticism can illustrate many different 
strong and weak facets in an artistic work. From the experience 
in the artistic criticism movement in the whole world, as well 
as in the.Soviet Union and China, v:e acknowledge that the 
truth can be foimd in many artistic works only after extensive 
examination; and, moreover, some subjects can be understood 
only after a long time. The problem of freedom of thought^ 
in artistic criticism is still of special significance. Only 
the freedom of thought and the freedom of expression can create 
favorable conditions for research anilities and highly crea¬ 
tive development in the inerest of art for the revolution. At 
the present time, the relationship is not yet satisfactory be- 
tween tb© ai*tists and the critics, as well as between the cri- 
tics themselves, aid does not allow a satisfactory atmosphere 
of criticlsjJi* V/e must be firm in mastering this situation in 
order to secure freedom' of expression and freedom of thought in 



artistic critidism. Naturally, freedom of thought in •artis¬ 
tic crltidism, as Well as the deyelopiiient of the criticism 
moyementi does not aim at the entire body of opinions* 

In order to assure that thb studies ilead to good re¬ 
sults in wide-discussions of each-'ai^tist'^ci wOrk, the .Opinions 
must be studied and 'analyzed iii obder to’hrrive at the neces¬ 
sary conclusions to acknowledge the subjects already under¬ 
stood, the subjects that need further discussion^ and the 
subjects that should be shelved because of the lack of s^it* 
able conditions for an immediate resolution. . ... 

To develop the, artistic criticism movement' does nOt 
mean that it should be confined to a certain number of disci¬ 
plines or aspects, but it must be universal. Our present 
task of artistic criticism is still defective because/of its 
limited character v/hich only attends to the study of litera¬ 
ture Ulthough still Inadequate). In other aspects of art, like 
the theater, photography—especially artistic photography, 
and music, this task has not been extens3vely performed, and 
in some of them it is still very superficial. 

¥e still lightly consider the criticism of the popular 
arts movement in Industry, public places, the countryside, 
and the military. There must be sharp criticism of every 
ponular form of the artistic movement in every resio^^* 

Our task of artistic criticism has not as yet included 
the artistic movement for children, for the ethnic minorities, 
for xiomen, and especially for the introduction of young v/rit- 
ers. The nourishment and encouragement of young writers must;, 
be thoroughly investigated. They are an essential force for 
the socialist art of the future. In the task of artistic 
criticism x^re must be firm in reacting against any manifesta¬ 
tions of mental intimidation which might Impede them and 
prevent their advancement. At the same time, we must not 
agree to the false manifestation vrhich makes them haughty 
and complacent,and which would be unfavorable to their deve¬ 
lopment. 

Our task of artistic criticism has not as yet attempt¬ 
ed to systematically follow the development of the present 
reactionary art movement in the Diem [American]regime in the 
South in order to expose its basic character to our people. 
Also, we have not yet paid attention to the documentation, 
research, and expression of the advancing patriotic art of 
the people in the South who are struggling every minute and 
every hour against the hindrance of progress by our opponents. 
Recently a number of our articles in the review. Van Hoc 
Thong Nhat (Literary TTnity), lay bare the reactionary atti¬ 
tudes in the letters of the so-called "Nhom Dan Chung" [A 
group of people] from Saigon to the artists in the North, 
These were like the ones we put out on criticism of the poems. 
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Tieng Hat Mien Nam [Songs from the South!* created hy our. , 
people in the South* iMowever,•this tasK IS still too limited 
and needs-to be pushed forward and f)ubli6ized* ' 

Looking baek' at; tiie ta^k ;of artistio criticism, after* 
the struggle against the' deBti*hptiye Nha,n .Van '- ‘ Siai I’ham 
group and up to the pfe sent ./time, we can Say thht, our pre¬ 
sent" artistic criticism movement has advanced a definite and 
noticeable step forward in comparison:with a fev yeafs;ago. 

Today, xire are fully conscious of the demands of the 
revolutionary duties of the present period and the domands-. 
f)r development WhiOh. .are daily expanding. In'the art move¬ 
ment, generally sj)eaking, and in the artistic erittelsm 
movement in particular, the above-mentioned defects and weak¬ 
nesses are only the difficulties that have beeri encountered 
in the process of development. ' 

To master these weak points and defects, we will en¬ 
thusiastically and continuously struggle to elevate our level 
of knowledge of Marxist-Leninist doctrine, artistic dialetlcs 
techniques, cvilture, and life, and will put forth effort for 
the improvement of political attitudes, artistic conception, 
methodology, attitudes, and serious attitudes and criticisms 
according to the concepts of the Party. 

With the leadership and the special attention of the 
Party in the art movement, it is certain that We will pro¬ 
gress and create a professional school of artistic criticism 
of WLgh quality, and develop a sane, wide spread, artistic 
criticism movement with high standards tio insure a continu¬ 
ously advancing art movement. 

10,335 
GSO; 1372-S/l 
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" congress for the BIPROVMENT of ■ , ' . , ' 
, .v y .i THE NATIONAL J^Al^.UAGE ; ■ ; , ’ 

[Following Is the translation of an unsigned 
article in Ngien Cuu Van Hoc (Literary Re- , 
search).No. -11, November i960, Hanoi, pages 
97-iPO.J 

The Congress f6r the improvement of the National Langu¬ 
age,, organized Py the Institute of Literature (of the State 
Scientific Committee), was held at Hanoi at thP end of; Sep¬ 
tember and the begiiming of October I960. Sixty-seVen mem¬ 
bers participated in the Congress, including a number'of scien¬ 
tific researchers in various fields of the social sciences 
and natural sciences, cadre linguists, cadres teaching at dif¬ 
ferent universities, a number of representatives of litera- 
tui©, . education, the press, and publishing, and some indi¬ 
viduals who are very interested in the national language. 
The Congress met during the four days of 21,28, :30 September 
and 7 October i960. The comrade vice directors of the govern¬ 
mental scientific committee, Bui Cong Trung and Ta Quang 
Buu, the director of the listitute of Literature, Dang Thai 
Mai, and comrade Pham Huy Thong, director of the School 
of Education,- presided over the various sessions. 

The Congress began on the morning of 21 September. Com- 
t^ade Dang Thai Mai pointed out in his opening speech that the 
improvement of the national language has attracted the atten¬ 
tion of many people in different fields because of its im¬ 
portance for our linguistics, and therefore for the develop¬ 
ment of literature and science, in our country. But it is a 
tremendous and complicated subject, both scientifically and 
politically. This Congress was only the first-step to de¬ 
fine the Subject, and was aimed at discussions of principles 
for the improvement of the national language. At the same 
time, the Congress took the first step toward the exchange 
of ideas on the concrete drawing up of a project for the 
improvement of the national language. 

On the first d^y of the Congress, Comrade Hoang Phe, 
secretary of the linguistics division of the Institute of 
Literature, presented a report of the Institute of Literature 
entitled ”0n the National Language," The report had five 
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chapters: 1. History of the National Language, 2* Character¬ 
istics of the National Language, 3. Reform (or,improvement) 
of the National Langnhg4' aft#riSeveral Rreviouls Discussions, 
4, Toward a Logicai Solution'for the National Language^ and 
5. Drawing Up of a Project fdr the First Improvement of the 
National Language* , : . 

There, were 23 Ihterventions during the session Of the 
Congress from' Comrades Nguyeh Nim Than,. Hodng Tue:*,'Venerable 
Nguyen Cong Tieu, - Nguyen Lan,. Nguy Nhu Kontum,. Hoang-,Xuan 
Nhi, Nguyen Van Tu, Dang Van Ngu, Tu Lam, Nguyen,4uang Huong, 
Vu Can, Nguyen Hoan, Ga Van Thinh, Nguyen Trong Phan, Vu Van 
Viet, Nguyen Dinh^ Van Lang, Hoang Tuy, Nong Ich Thuy, Pho 
Due Thao, Pan Quang, Pham Huy Thong, and .Hoang Phe, . .All of 
them agreed'that it is. necessary to improve.the national . 
language* The present,national-language presents several 
illogical points.r The vital development of the Vietnamese 
language, as well as of .-education, literature, and; science, 
in the North urgently requires the improvement of the national 
language. At the same time, the Improvement of the national 
language will be a favorable condition for the creation of 
a written language for our ethnic minorities based upon tho 
national language, and on the other hand, it will permit an 
annual savlnp: of paper and printing wOrk. Thus, the improve¬ 
ment of the rational language is a requirement of our revolu¬ 
tion,' However, the situation of our country, which is divid¬ 
ed in two parts at the present time, presents an obstacle 
to the improvement of the national language. Therefore we, 
must give full consideration to the political situation of 
our country in order to find a satisfactory solution to this 
problem. The Congress hoped that the patriots and linguists 
in South Vietnam would think about this problem and the intel¬ 
lectuals of the nation would exchange ideas and research for 
the resolution of this problem of the national language. 

Principles for the. improvement of the national langu¬ 
age were discussed and basic precepts were approved by the 
Congress.and published in the report of the Institute of Lit- 
eratpre. These included: (1) Based upon the present national . 
language, 'the unnecessary confused items are to be avoided. • 
(2) Drastic but prude.ut and'certain modifications must be 
made for the improvement of the national language, (3) Carried 
out step-by-step, the former must be a good preparation for 
the latter, (4) A .more logical, simple and complete language 
is required, ■ 

The suggestions in the discussions have brought put 
several Ideas which have made the above-mentioned precepts 
clearer, especially the idea of the "step-by-step procedure 
and the idea of being "logical and at the same time simple, 
A few complementary important opinions were presented: 
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modifications for the improvement of the national language 
should closely accoimt for the development of contemporary 
•Vietnameses, and furthermore th© charact'eristics of our 
language must he respected and the |rositive .e^lementS'of 
foreign languages taust be: •adopted for their value. Some 
members did not. entirely approve of all the points of the 
report> and they proposed research wohk to carry ,out a: rela¬ 
tively drastic modification of the national .language aided 
at conciseness and, consequently, without being based upon 
the former iaa.;tlorial language. Some of them proposed an im¬ 
mediate instead gradual improvement. 

The Congress also approved the basic foundation of 
the principles for the improvement of the national language. 
The Institute of Literature reported them as^-Cl) The Nation¬ 
al language must meet with the characteristics of contempor¬ 
ary Vietnamese. (2) The principles of the basic spelling 
of the national language must be only the principles of in¬ 
tonation. To improve the national language precisely, there 
must be direct 'application of the principles of Intonation, 
although in some definite cases the usual spelling is still . 
practiced When it is not too illogical, (3) It is suggested 
that we adopt the pronoiinciation in the capital city of Hanoi 
as the criteria for the pronounciation of Vietnamese, and 
complete it by other soimds which are not well differentiated 
in Hanoi but are clearly distinguished in more than half of 
the country (and the national written language must always 
account for the difference of ch and tr,x and s, and d/gi and r). 
(4) It is preferable to adopt Roman letters for the logical 
system of capital letters (study the use of the additional 
letters f, j, z, and w,), (5) At the same time, it is worth¬ 
while to decide upon the use of a nimiber of new syllables to 
facilitate the phonetic translation and the phonetic trans¬ 
cription of foreign languages. The use of new syllables must 
be restricted to only those that are necessary; and it is 
important to consider the system of intonation of Vietnamese 
and the system of the national language. (6) It is important 
to study the Use of the combination of vrords, and therefore 
to fix the rule for the use of the hyphen. 

The following problems have been mentioned in many 
interventions; (1) Concerning the problem of the principles 
of basic spelling of the national language, some persons have 
proposed the application of the principles of etymology be¬ 
sides those of intonation (for example, to write the consonant 
d/gi and the scientific symbols). (2) Concerning the problem 
of the correct pronounJlation of Vietnamese; some have proposed 
that we conform to the present national language in order to 
choose the pronoxmciatlbn with net distinction. It could even 
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be from a majority o;* from a minority or from a small region 
(as a concrete example', it is better to adopt the distinction 
in the pronouriciatibn of d,and gi like in central Vietnam.)-! 
(3) Concernirig the problem i of the system of capital letters, ■- 
some proposed tb: study the,'use of hew symbols; ’ and sbme. 
others brought’’up'the prbhleM of the elimihatioh of Second- ‘ 
ary accehts,. malpiy. the intonation acdent'! . (^) Cdhfeerning 
the prbhlem bf the .Adoption of new syliables,' Some prbposed;,^^^ 
prudence and others: proposed strong action; and'it 
vised that we .he, pot use consonants to construct ayriable'S. 
(5) Concerning the’problem of writing combinations, the prin¬ 
ciple was genera,lly agreed to as to* its logic and its con¬ 
venience; but jit'happens to be a Very complex problem wh^ 
requires continuous research. ' ' , \ 

There werp discussions about the drawing up of the 
first step for the. improvement of the national language as 
presented by the Institute of Literature. A few propositions 
for the improvement have been approved: The use of f in the 
place of ph; the use of d in the place of the use of 1 in 
the place of y (except in uy, to which many did not agree, 
and wl, as mentioned in the project which proposed the temp¬ 
orary use of the old system; and a few propositions defended 
the use of ay and ty and did not agree with the use of Si 
ana hi as presented in the project); the elimination of h in 
gh and ngh; the use of a unique letter for c, k, or q (but 
the use of c or k is not yet generally as^' ed upon) ; the use 
of some groups of consonants as the initial consonants (like 
bra, cla, etc.). 

A few other problems were raised in very lively dis¬ 
cussions, but were not solved. The most exciting discussion 
v;as concerning the problem of writing the consonant d/gi. 
Some agreed to use a unique letter (concrete, like z) for d/gi 
as presented in the project of the Institute of Literature. 
To the contrary, ethers defended the differentiation (eg., use 
z or dz for d and j or ji for gi). Furthermore, a few entire¬ 
ly agreed upon the use of w for the Semi-vowel u when it is 
used as an Initial and to replace o and u (for example, re¬ 
place oa, oe, ue and uy by wa, we, we and wi). But many 
people did not agree on the use of w because there was nothing 
definite a-bout semi-consonants in the Vietnamese langua,ge. 

In the final session in the afternoon of 7 October, 
the Congress acknowledged the general conclusion of Comrade 
Bui Cong Trung. After quoting the final ideas;of the Congress 
Comrade Bui Cong Trung clearly declared: "This Congress, _ 
which.began the discussion of the improvement of the national 
language, has been a succe'ss. he have all-agrbed on fundamen¬ 
tal points. The ideas prepen-bed duiiing the Congress mUst be 
continuously studied; either they vrere from a majority or 



from the minorityj and in general we should not draw any con¬ 
clusion yeti '’Comrade Bui Cong Trimg proposed the creation 
of a research committee for the improvement of the national 
language, to carry on the research on the prohlem, to or¬ 
ganize broad discussions, and to,consider various ideas 
from several pepplle. An lirgent l^ho^am is required to find 
a definite.project for the improvement after a certain period 
of time, and this project must be presented to the govern¬ 
ment by the Public Scientific Committee, 

The Con;^,ess nominated a research committee for the 
improvement; pf^' tiie 'national language which Inoiudpd seven 
members. They were Comrades Dang: Thai Mai, dlrtotor of the 
Institute of Llteratxire, Pham Huy Thong, director of the Ad¬ 
vanced School of Pedagogy, Nguy Whu Kontum, director of the 
Advanced School of Synthesis, Nguyen Quang Huong, ‘an engineer 
Nguyen ,Elm Thani ; ' .for lin¬ 
guistics in the Advanced School of Synthesis, Hoang'Tue, 

' for linguistics in the Advanced School Of Pedagogy, 
and Hoang Phe, Secretary of linguistics in the Institute of 
LiteratiJire, 

10,335 
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A f£:W OPINIONS'^ biJ PRbFESSlOWAL' TfiAiHW V't 
THE IMFHoVEMEI^T OP ART i , ; .. . 

[Fpilovring Is a trahslation of an artlole by . . 
Hbng Cuong in Van Hoc (Literature), Ho. 122, 
Htooi, 25‘Noveinber i960, pagp 5,J 

in the letter of the Second National Congress 0if the 
Arts, the Central Committee of the Labor Party of Vietnam 
made this appeal: "The artists must make an effort to Improve 
the arts." it was clearly■stated in the decisionjxf the 
Central Party Office on the improvement of the arts for the 
year 1959 and i960 that, "The nourishment of the arts should 
include four aspects: (1) education,in politics and thinking, 
(2) Identification with life and the pepple, (3) tne raising 
of the level of civilization and knowledge, and (4) the or¬ 
ientation of the artists in the Marxist-Leninist spirit to 
improve the arts. 

Our conception of the nourishment of art mainly con¬ 
sists of the political education and the identification with 
life, but at the same time we must emphasize professional 
training for the improvement of art. This concept came about 
through the important relationship between thought and art. 
The ideological character and the artistic character are the 
tv/o goals of the artist's work. To give value to a work, the 
ideological goal should comp first, but this does not mean 
that the artistic goal should be neglected. It was emphasiz¬ 
ed in the letter of the Central Executive Committee of the 
Party to the Second National Congress of Arts that, "The value 
of a work is not only in its ideological content, but also 
in its artistic qualities.". If a work has strong Ideological 
content, and the execution is artistically Immature, then its 
impact will not be very powerful. A work of art which is a 
esthetically inadequate is no longer "A work of art." 

This concept also issues from the relationship between 
the ideological attitudes and the artistic profession. With¬ 
out the ideological attitude of the working class, the artist 
cannot properly express his work. But an artistic deficiency 
can neither express nor create. The ideological attitude and 
the artistic profession cannot be separated. The ideological 
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attitude df the artist should; ise eitt>i‘esSed in his work. ^ 
tirough hi^ artlstio profes^lob. The artist must desorihe 
reality* not with ab&tradt politlbal thought, but with artis*- 
tlc imagesi The artist id not the one to ;.Uf'e";bGlitical ideas 
for argumenti but the one who uses artistic'Images to express 
the emotions and spirit of humankind. , 

To dbmpare, this basic conception With,the'artistic 
professions in our, country today, we realize that the artistic 
professional training for the Improvement of the;;arts is very 
important. Our artists are of good quality and iKsditically 
hl^-hly motivated and of broad artistic capacity* biit'do not 
have complete mastery which comes only with maturity. Not 
only are the level of consciousness concerning the meaning 
of socialism and the level of knowledge about the new way of 
life not highly enough developed, but the lack of a solid 
artistic background is also a handicap. At the present time, 
the number of our proficient artists is not very high. Fpr a 
long time our. artistic creations and expressions have not 
been very good. This is not because of a lack of political 
awareness or because of , a lack of experience' in living, .but 
because of inadequate training in the profession. This p 
why concurrently with the political education and a greater 
experience of life we must emphasize the professional training 
and the improvement of art. It was clearly stated_in the^de- 
claration of the Committee on the Development of Works of Art 
for the years.1959-1960 that, "On the foundation of continu¬ 
ous political studies and the vital relationship of the en¬ 
richment of thoughts and accumulated living experiences, with 
life, we have to build oUr knowledge and to improve art. 

Professional training and the improvement of art con¬ 
sist of many aspects. The following are the principle points: 
(1) The study of artistic reasoning, which includes the funda¬ 
mental artistic reasoning of the Marxist-Leninist doctrine 
and experiences in the advanced arts of socialist countries 
and of the artistic direction of our Party. ^ 

The fundamental artistic reasoning of the Marxist- 
Leninist doctrine is the basic direction of ow Party. With¬ 
out the Marxist-Leninist artistic reasoning, the revolutionary 
artistic direction of oiir Party would not exist. To stay 
close to the artistic direction of our Party, we have to study 
its origin which appears to be the fundamental artistic rea¬ 
soning of the Marxist-Leninist doctrine. ^ ^ + 

The experience in the advanced art of the Socialist 
countries, vdiich consists of the Marxist-Leninist reasoning, 
has been put into practice and has been tested and found to 
be of high value. Our friendly allies haye all progressed 
toward socialism before vre have, and some, like the Soviet 
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Union, are ahead of us iby -'d^ or thirty .years and 
havd scquirdd a wedlth‘Of -experienpo * dmohg pu^ friehdiy 
allies who shdre '‘^Ith hs thb Pame idealsi. China has a situa¬ 
tion similar;‘io'purs, :it will .-be-.'ne^.es^aiiy fPh us to Parry 
on a constructive''studyI and, throughr workips alohs the' same 
lines,- K© must build k better artistic fpundhtion, , 

the artistic,'direct ion of the Party Isto ajipiy the 
expanding nature ot the Markist-Lehinist. artistiP reasoning 
and. to apply the''advanced and abundant artiStiP expediences 
of OUT, allied friend's tP our situatipnl The artistic direc-^ 
tion of our. Party is the most Suitable for the, situntidh; in 
Vietnam and for the VietnaoieSe people. This, is why it is es¬ 
sential to' study and practice the artistic direction of our 
Party* .. .■ 

The study and practice of the artistic-reasoning is 
very important* Without revolutionary artistis reasoning, 
the revolutiphary artistic movement would not exists; With¬ 
out studying and practicing to acquire the^Marxist-Leninist 
artistic reasoning and the revolutionary artistic direction 
of the Party, it wouldinot be possible to ayoid blind mis¬ 
takes. It was emphasized in the political report of the Cen¬ 
tral Executive Committee of the Party, which was presented 
to the Third National Congress of the Party, that, We must 
give special attention;to the task of artistic reasoning,^ 

To attain a deep and broad knowledge of the artistic 
reasoning it is necessary to correctly perform the follow¬ 
ing great tasks: translate and publish as much as possible 
on the fundamental artistic reasoning of the Marxist-Leninist 
doctrine and publish bobks on reasoning concerning the direc¬ 
tion and experiences of the advanced artistip creation of so¬ 
cialistic cOimtries; invite more specialists to come and 
help us to learn fine arts in the Marxist-Leninist spirit _ 
and the history of the art of our friendly allies, especial¬ 
ly the Soviet Union and China; and publish as much as possible 
on the artistic direction of the Party and the speeches of 
President Ho and of other comrade leaders of the Party and the 
government which are presented to our artists, less documents 
are the works on Marxist-Leninist artistic reasoning of Viet¬ 
nam, Up to now Uncle (President Ho)» and the Comrades in the 
Central Party .have delivered quite a number of speeches to 
the ar'tists. Our mistake was that we did not record all of 
the speeches in their' entirety, sp that we could ba've exten¬ 
sive publications. ^ j., • 

We must also encourage the Cadres to fulfill their 
artistic tasks ar. it he artists to ■ write more articles and 
books to explain the artistic direction of the Party and to 
give a summary of our artistic movement and the experiences 
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in their artistic activitiesi ¥e mUst broadly organize the 
•discussion of the ahts so thkt. artistic criticism beebmes a 
daily interesting Activity for ohr people. Discussion and 
criticism of art should lead to universal agreement, arid ' 
not Just agreement: among the majority. After reaching univer¬ 
sal agreement j ¥rien bomeone . thinks it over andi finds some 
different ideas,' then we must welcome and consider them. In 
the discussibri and'criticism'of art, we must absolutely de¬ 
velop freedom > of thought and the consideration of everyone’s 
ideas. This iS the only way to bring about enlightenment in 
the arts, •' 

(2) The study of the artistic background Of our people 
and of the world's artistic background. To talk about the 
arts is to' talk'about people, .Art seriously involves'the 
characteristics of the people more than any other., form of 
consciousnessi All peoples haVe their own artistic.form of 
expression and their own artistic tradition. This.tradition 
takes form and evolves out of the past struggle against na- 
ttJre and also out of the class struggle. The valuable artis¬ 
tic vestiges of the people of the past still live today and 
will go on living for all time. Wot only do these artistic 
vestiges illustrate the great and beautiful thoughts and 
feelings of our people, but they iso express the aesthetic form 
of expression of our people. Our modern arts must be built 
on these traditional and beautiful foundations. It is not 
possible to build beautiful modern art in Vietnam without 
the knowledge of the artistic vestiges of the past. 

Besides the beautiful traditional artistic heritage 
of our people, the arts also have another characteristic, 
contact and mutual influence. The artistic masteppiOoo-of 
the advanced arts of the world, especially those of our 
friendly allies, not only possess majestic thoughts and 
feelings of hvunanity that our people must learn, but also 
include artistic qualities which are suitable for the goal 
that our arts must reach in order to serve the people, and are 
suitable to our people's emotional character and appreciation 
of beauty. It is impossible to ignore'the possibilities of 
learning from the famous works of art of the world in order 
to give enlightenment to the modern works of art of our peo¬ 
ple, The organization of research and translation and the 
abundant and good introduction of the artistic background 
of our people and of the world are the best conditions to 
facilitate our training, v/e must make as many sources of 
information as possible, the more the better. But there are 
limitations in our po aibilities of meeting the requirements, 
and especially we need adequate planning in the work of trans¬ 
lation and the Introduction of famous works of art. To better - 
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introduce the advanced vjforks of .^rt to our people, the train¬ 
ing of cadres for the translation of p.ht works playan im¬ 
portant role.. . 

The' arttstib .heritage of ohp people "and of the world 
are the/vaiuahle yrorlts* the i^O.adihg pt those,%orks will^hour-^^ 
ish thoughts and feeXingb and plll provide'‘tPaihinjg facili- - 
ties ■ foh the .artistic profession. The. ‘elite %f the artistic 
circles, durihg the imperialistic and feudal periods c^^ 
hope for any, 'support fhbm the fuling class ' in;Hhe performanos 
of the artsj; but cbiild rely only on themselves to have know-- 
ledge of .our people and of the world in order to .become pro¬ 
ficient artists, the artistio orgahlzatlon‘must;;ha ;a . com¬ 
plete librspy.df those valuable collectioris. The: art school 
must include.,a .reading program and studies of art'collections 
besides, the regular course work. But the most importaht 
thing,still is the determination for self-instruction by the 
people who'afe performing the artistic tasks. 

10,335 
CSO: 1372' S/3 
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WE MUST SEEK A RATIONAL SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM 
OF THE WRITTEN LANGUAGE ‘ '• r 

[The following is:a translation of an drtitsle 
by Hbang'Phe from Nghien Cuu Van HQo (Liter- 
ary Research), Hanoi, No 11, November I960, 
pp 10-33.] 

I, Improvement of the National Written Lan^uag:e Is 
An Urgent Need of the Present Time. 

Modernization, or improvement, of the written language 
is a very great tasfe which exerts an important influence on 
all of the activities of the people. This is why it must 
come as a decision of the government. This task is often 
of r, revolutionary character, and therefore, only a revolu¬ 
tionary government can decisively promote the modernization 
of the written language. 

It is commonly.known that the written language is 
inadequate as compared with the living spoken language. This 
is because the written language is relatively rigid while 
the spoken language is continually developing, and phonetics 
are constantly being modified, although slowly. This is 
why after every historical period, the problem of improve¬ 
ment of the written language should be reconsidered, other¬ 
wise a chasm would exist between the written and the spoken 
language.* 

*The modemizatioh of the written language and the improve¬ 
ment of the written language are different problems accord¬ 
ing to our conception. The improvement of the written langu¬ 
age is based upon the foimdation of the existing writ&en lan¬ 
guage, with some modification to improve it. As for the mod¬ 
ernization of the written language, it consists of the realiz¬ 
ation of a larger modification, and the principal of modifi¬ 
cation is not based upon tbe present written language.There¬ 
fore, it can bring about a cOmple'te change from one written 
language to another. This is why up to now we are used to 
talking of the modernization of the national written language 
and we think it is more correct to talk of improvement of the 
national written language. 
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Language is never static arid therefore a static written 
language is impossiblei We have not taken into considera¬ 
tion the scientific development which day after day requires 
research for inlprovemerit of the written; language* 

But concerning the problem of Imhrnyemei^t pf t^^^^ 
written languages the. attitude- o-f the capli;ali-st regime and 
the attitude Of the socialist regime differs* The written . 
langxiage of many' capitalist coimtrie3 (England, France, etc.) 
does hot welcome any improvement because of the-pbnservatlve 
policy of capitalsim. . "The orlglh of the cohSeryhtive atti¬ 
tude of the ruling claSs in the capitalistic'coiaitry toward 
the improvement; of the language through better spelling, 
is intended to forbid the people access to the ■ wide'road of 
education. To prove this conservatism, we can quote the 
improvement of the English written language (and it only con¬ 
cerns partial improvement) which took place in the -middle 
of the Eighteenth .Century fer the last time. ,'. The govern¬ 
ment of the Russian Czar was stubbornly against any experi¬ 
ments, even the smallest one, in order to simplify the Rus¬ 
sian language”‘-{from Soviet Polytechnic Encyclopedia, Chapter 
"Snelllng".) j . 

The French language also has not been improved since 
the end of.the Seventeenth Century. This iswhy the contra¬ 
dictions grow to such a degree that in the_French language of 
today there are 36 ways to write the sound "o ', 52^,ways to 
write the sound ”ang", 50 ways to write the sound e , 
in the English language there are 658 different ways to write 
40 sounds! (See Marcel Cohen La Crande Invention de 1 Ecriture 
et son Evolution. Paris,. 19,58, page 27^ and 
~ This is wjjy it' is not excessive to say that the dif¬ 
ficulties in spelling' is a'"national calamity" for the Eng¬ 
lish and French people (see J. Vendryes: Le language. Parjs, 
1950, page 389). , , _ 

The problem'©r our national written langmge is far 
simpler than the problem of the English and French languages 
because it is a very young written language and has been in 
existence for only a little more than three centuries, but 
only definitely established for little more than one century. 
The national written language only has one principal of fund- 
amental spelling, i.e., the principal of phonetics. The 
improvement of our written language is a problem which is 
not so complicated and dlfflcvilt as the improvement of many 
other, written language. Anyway, it is not surprising that 
durinp- more than 80 ypars of domination the French govern¬ 
ment has not been able to solve this problem; the French 
government did not pay attention to the.;-:improvement of Pur 
national language, or when it felt obliged to give some . 
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attention to this as in 1906, had Shdwn its incapaoit|r be¬ 
cause of conservative b^positidh* 

Tha socialist gOVerhaaents pay great attention to the 
problem of the improvemont Of the written language Tffhenever 
it is necessary, in contrast to the capitalist.governments. 
It is very striking to-mark that one of the.very first ordin¬ 
ances of the Soviet government (the first Sooialiat govern¬ 
ment in the world) was on the problem of improvement of the 
Russian langiaage. The decree of the National Education Com¬ 
mittee on 23 December 1917 concerning the application of a , 
new spelling for the Russian language (after a/proposal by 
the Academy of Scientific Research and long before 1917;_thB 
improvement of the Russian language was not realized during 
the reign of the Czars),was reinforced by a second decree 
issued by the National Committee on 10 October 1918. 

A number of other socialist countries have also realiz¬ 
ed the improvement of their written language; Bulgaria (1945), 
and Czechoslovakia, Rumania (1954). The problem of the 
Chinese language is far more complicated and difficult, but 
the government of the People’s Republic of China began to 
realize the simplification of the Chinese language a few 
years ago and they are studying a plan of definite improve¬ 
ment of writing by using Roman letters instead of Chinese 
characters. 

It was not mere coincidence that in our country the 
Vietnamese Communists with their leader. President Ho, have 
shoim a determination to improve the national written langu¬ 
age and have decided to realize the elimination of a number 
of inadequate elements of our national written language. 

In his first book written in Vietnamese.The Revolutionary 
Wav (Duong Each Menh), written in 1915, President Ho has 
applied to our national written language a radical and logi¬ 
cal modification, for example; Each Menh, Ean Eiem, Zung Earn, 
Nglen Eun, Chu Ngia, Fuc Txmg, Doan The, etc. (Documents of 
Vietnam Museum of the Revolution). It is commonly known 
that throughout his later writing and up to the present time 
the same improved written language is used (use K instead of 
C,D instead of d, Z instead of D and Gi, F instead of Ph, 
eliminate H in Gh and Ngh). 

This improved national written language was employed 
precisely in the revolutionary propaganda documents of the 
Vietnamese Marxists before the 1930’s and in the secret 
publications of the Communist Party of Indo-Chlna since the 
creation of the Party. In the summary of the Party Regula¬ 
tions published in 1930, it was written; Chu Ngia Eong San,; 
Zai Eap, Dang Vien Zu Bi, Fan Dau (Communist Doctrine, Class, 
Probationary Member, Overthrow), etc., (Doc\mients of the 
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Vietnam Reyolutipiiary Muaeuni:,) lip tp the present tImp, many 
revolutionary cadres used, to write oUr,; language iii the forer- 
mentioned manner ^.cause they foiihd Jit lipre^ eff ioient'i. Some 
people have used a similai^ imprpVetl hatlonal witten langu* 
age in. their pwn'worica .(fPS? example, .ppit3?^de 'Mguye^^ 
has Used Z instead>of.I), fi. instead, of dj/'J instead off0-1, . 
F instead of Ph, eli»inate(i IC and Pnly used qi-^d eliminat- • 
ed H: in Gh and-Ngh). j, • ,■ , 

In 1943,. in;the geheral plan of the Vietnamese cul- , ■ - 
tural developtoent of'the Communist Party of Indp China,’ the ’ 
improvement ■.of iour national written language .■^as raised ;aa • 
a task to be performed among tbe urgent tasks of phe Marxist 
Humanists of Indo-.China, and mainly the Marjcis^^Huinanists of • 
Tr.r»n,p.hina. (See Tien Phong, 1945, No. 1, Reprint) i /^ter. the 
revolution' of August^ pur people having the cpn)irpl of the 
Administration, the Central Committee of Popular Education, 
as ifP already know, began the study of improvement, or the 
national written language. The Vietnam Patriotic Cultural 
Association had'also prepared to present this problem for_ 
discussion at the First National Cultural Conference (1946), 
and also raised tliQ problem in. the magazine Jieh Phong♦ In 
the middle of 1946 : .the Committee of ..Organization for the 
National Cxiltural Conference agreed with the Minister of 
National Education to improve oUr national language in a 
short time in order to create a modern civiii?''at'on fur our 
country.(See Tien Phong, 1946, Nc 9). It is a pity that 
the sitiktion at that time (the nationwide resistancje was 
about to begin) did not allow the First National Cultural 
Conference to meet (there ws-s only an opening session, which 
closed at once because of the emergency situation). The Se¬ 
cond National Cultural Conference that toPk place during the 
resistance period (1948) designated a sub-committee on linguis¬ 
tics and comrade Nguyen Lan, .President of this sub-committee, 
presented to the Conference "A Few Propositions on the Im- 
provement of-our National Written Language"; (See Nguyen Lanj , 
^Several Proposals of the Modification of our National Written 
Language—Minutes of the Second National .Cultural Confer¬ 
ence (1948)). It Is evident that this problem did not re¬ 
ceive very extensive study because of the resistance, biit 
nevertheless, considered a number of inefficient letters (use 
F instead of -Ph; use Z Instead of Glj eliminate H in Gh and 
Nghj eliminate K*and Q and only use C)» Also hyphenated wbrds 
were eliminated and put together, ^4.1 

After peace was restored, the North completely, 
liberated, entered a new epbch of development of the social¬ 
ist revolution, and thus thf problem of oiu* national written 
language was considered anpW, Among the tasks to he imdertaken 
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for the development of educatipri, thd humanities i,nd soidnce, 
the improvement of oiir national language, or in other words, 
the reorganiaatipn of syllables of our national written 
language, was alpo ah urgent, task (Nguyen Khanh ’Tuaht Edu¬ 
cation in Ovir Gouhtry in the New Epoch of Development, 
Hoc Tap (1956) No'9). This Is the reason why for the last 
few years many .people have, sent propositlpne foP improve¬ 
ment of the national written language tp the, Ministry of Na¬ 
tional EdUdatibh; and the; hewspaper Nhan Dan. 1 iFpr ,details 
of these propositions see: Hoang Phil "RapldrSxn:*vey of the 
Recent Ideas on the Problem of Improvement of Our National 
wnit.t.fi-n Language. Nghien Cuu Van Hoc (IpoO) , No. P), 

Some people have also raised this problem in the news¬ 
papers, e.g., .Comrade Hong Giao, in a review Of research on 
history, literature and geography (see Hong Giao:,. A Pew 
Ideas on Contemporary Vietnamese,” Nghien OuU Van Su Dia 
(1957) No 26*) The very striking fact is that recently, as 
they could not wait any longer, many people have realized 
some necessary improvement in the national written language 
is needed. In the works of translation ”Su That" LThe TruthJ, 
P instead of Ph has been used but still cautiously (as in 
writing Fo-re-de-rich Ang-ghen). 

In a number of issues of the publication Nhan Dan at 
the beginning of this year, in a series of articles written 
by Comrade Tran Luc, P was used instead of Ph, Z Instead 
of D and Gi (As the writing: Fong Trao Zai Pong,Zan, Toe) 
(See T.L. : Con ma da-let va thay cUng al-co, (Nhan Dan, 
15 January 1950.) At the beginning of this year also, the 
Committee of Pure Science, under the Public Scientific Com¬ 
mittee considering the translation of a scientific vocabulary 
as an extremely urgent task to be performed in a short period 
of time, has proposed the use of the letters F, J, W, Z (for 
D) to create some more syllables like Bra, Cla, Psa, Ce, Ci, 
Gy (read Xe, Xi). Al, Ad, Es, Oz, Yl, etc., and to suppress 
the hyphen for combining words (as in the writing of aldehyd, 
glucose, hypebol, etc.). This problem is being discussed 
a.1l:4dly among the ’’^natural scientists”. 

After raising the problem of our national written 
-language (See Nghien Cuu Van Hoc,1950, No 5)» Nghien Cuu Van 
Hoc has already received quite a number of letters support- 
"ing the idea of the Improvement of our national written 
language and contributing many concrete ideas. (He are not 
quoting here these propositions, which are generally very 
detailed). It is obvious that the problem of the improve¬ 
ment of our national written language has received wide at¬ 
tention; for the present ceht'ury this is a subject in our 
tasks of linguistics, which has received the most attention 
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arid tlie r'mbst discussion: ampog .--a large ttumbe:r. of contrpyer^ ^ 
sal subjects. It is a prPblem;which ■receives the .attention 
of all of the people of, orir'nation. This iSiifhy^ despite • 
the present pa4*‘titibning faf pxir cpvintry'V no;t pnly .the 
discusses improving our national written language, but in tlie 
South the' iingulstic: specialists cannot ignore] this, problemi 

For example, .Nguyen Dinh Hao, representative .of South 
Vietnam to the Congress of the Fiftieth .Anniversary of the 
Burmesri Research'Association in I960, chose.the PriPbiem of ' 
the improvement of Our national written language,(no.^lhg.the 
problem of'standardizatioh of Vietnamese spellii^) a® his 
contribution to 'the oongrebs. (See Hoans Phe s article re¬ 
lating to the proposition on the improvement, of our- national 
written language by Nguyen Ding Hoa.) — , 

in short, the improvement of our national written 
language has long been a subject for the attention of our 
Party, President Ho and all the people of our country. The 
inconvience of our situation is the only reason that up to 
the present time we have not realized'th© improvement of our 
national written language, . _ 

The improvement of our national written language is 
an urgent need because of the requirements for the develop¬ 
ment of Vietnamese. After the August Revolution the Vietnamese 
language has acquired its rightful place as a unified langu¬ 
age of an independent people. Today Vietnamese is being 
taught and used in ©very school from elementary School through 
universities. It is in a period of strong development and 
absolutely requires deep unification and standardization. 
The improvement of our national written language will pro¬ 
vide a sane development of th© Vietnamese language and ■ 
will help in the standardization of the language in many 
resnects. The improvement of our national written language 
not"only creates suitable conditions for the standardization 
and for the unification of the spelling and for the unifi¬ 
cation of the principles of phonetic translation, but also 
provides suitable conditions for the standardization of pho¬ 
netic to the deVQiopniQJ^'t of vocabulary (a problem of addition 
of- new Syllables), to intensify the study of syntax in Viet¬ 
namese (to realize the use of•combination words). Tbe improve¬ 
ment of our national written, language is an urgent need to¬ 
day considering the demands in education,, culture and science. 
On our way towards socialism, the task of national education 
and scientific development,;ire find that day after day this 
task becomes more important. The Improvement of our national 
written language, would provide the development of, an improve¬ 
ment in teaching culture, arid science. Our „ 
language, once improved, will become more adequate and simpler 



and will therefore iJrovlde tnoi*6 fa6Hity and-rapidity in 
reading and more ponvehiehoe iii, Expression when written for 
our people* Therefbipe, thlE will facilitate the learning 
of th6 language by the people. ' ^After improvement^ the na¬ 
tional wi!*ltteh language with the addition of 'the number of 
necessary syllabi^hltflll be an official tool in the promo¬ 
tion and deVelOpni&J^t of our task of science, 
the first tash to be tjoadeb^ is the compiling of a scien- 
tiflc glossary. Our hational written language must be im¬ 
proved gradually t.o avoid an unfavorable influence on the 
above mentioned subject,i ■ • 

The improvement of our national written ladguage is 
an urgent need also because of the requirement ,of . promo¬ 
tion ani? development of education and culture in the regions 
of oUr ethnic minorities, A very important taslc.lto be per¬ 
formed is to create a written language for the the ethnic 
minorities. The people in our country, Vietnamese and ethnic 
minorities, form a strong solidarity which is unified in 
every aspect of civil rights, politically, economically and 
morally. This Is why the Creation of the written.language 
for our ethnic minorities must be based upon oUr national 
written language; on the other hand. Illogical parts must 
be avoided and the newly-conceived national written language 
should not include the illogical aspects of our present 
national written language which emanated from the Roman al¬ 
phabet, and which whs due to a special historical situation. 

The task of Creating a written language for our ethnic 
minorities is progressing step by step but its .iirgent characf 
ter demands the Improvement of our national written language 
if we want to avoid further complications. This is why a 
good improvement of bur national written language would great¬ 
ly help in the creation of a written language for our ethnic 
minorities. On the other hand, Vietnamese is not only the 
language of the Vietnamese people (Kinh) but also is the 
popular language of the ethnic minorities of oxir country. 
Our national written language, more adequate and simpler 
after improvement, will facilitate the study of Vietnamese by 
ethnic minorities. 

Of course, the temporary partition of our country is 
quite an obstacle; in the improvement o'f ovir national written 
language. Our country from South to North is one, our peo¬ 
ple are one, our speaking is one, for the Vietnamese langu¬ 
age is always one and our national written language must 
be one and can only be one. This is why the improvement 
of our national written language must be the common task 
of all people in oiir coxmtry. Unfortunately, the Ngo Dinh . 
Diem clique has sold the south of our country at a cheap 
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price'to the Americain imperialists aM do.,hot give -a ^amn 
bit of respect to pur peopl^,Vs language sO tha.t attention .. 
is paid to oxn* national written languageI Furthermore,, 
they prevent free' hiroulatipp and npriiial relations between 
the tWo parts of YietnaA# and evidently create diffioulties 
to. forbid Pur people in the |duth, the.'in^elleptual’patriots 
who love their o^ people*s. language and'theLVllnguists from 
the South, to participate In wide diSCUssion-and to solve 
the problem oif* oub national written language, '•ijrhiph’Is very 
vital to theidevelopment o^ the dommon language of our peo¬ 
ple and to the culture Of our, country. For a long tiito . 
improvement of oph national written ‘ languagehas already . • 
been demanded by all the people of our country,. History 
has relegated, to,us in the North the responsibility of solv¬ 
ing this problem,- It is certain that our people irt .the 
South would support us with enthusiasm if we,,improve ■'-.the 
national written language adequately and suitable; Our^peo- 
ple in the South will trust the people's government of the 

Furthermore, the Improvement of our national written 
language will bring other interestsj although.secondary,^they 
are not negligible. Our national written language will be 
simpler after improvement, and therefore will annually assure 
an economy of a quite large amount of stationery and print¬ 
ing materials. It x^ill not only be in the thousands, tens 
of thousands, but millions of volumes and hundreds_^of thou¬ 
sands of sheets of paper. The economy realized will not be 
small,* Finally, after its Improvement, oxir national written 
language will be more adequate and therefore will pro'vxde 
more facility to our friends in foreign countries to study 
Vietnamese. (The Importance of our position in the world 
-will mean an increasing nximber of foreigners studying Viet- 

X13/QI0 SG • 
In summary, the improvbment of our national written 

language is, precisely a demand of oxir present revolution. 
We must solve the problem of pur.national written language 
quickly in order to create suitable conditions for the de¬ 
velopment of our language and our culture. An early,solution 
is advised, the sooner the better, for the later is becomes 
the more complicated and the more difficult the^problem ^ 
will be. On the strong impetus of development in the North, 
our humanist and scientific tasks are making strides and 
are preparing the way for more advances,. We are preparing 
quickly the realization of translation.and analysis of scien¬ 
tific glossaries; we are starting to translate complete 
works of Marxlst-Lehinist doctrine (e^g,, Das Kapit|j., ^ 
Complete Works Of Lenin); we are preparing to translate the 
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famous masterpieces of the worldr from now on we,will hd 
compiling a Vietnamese dlotlonar]^* It is commonly admitt¬ 
ed that it is better to improve pur national written langu¬ 
age in order to pei*forto the abPVe-nlentloned tasks. It is 
a necessityj thii is the‘very moment to improve: oiir national 
written language; there can no longer be any:further delay. 

II. A Few Problems of Precepts and Principles 
;in Attaining G-ood Improvement 

•' ’ ’ ' ‘ i '''■ ■ ■ T , • 

According to our experience, we have found the im¬ 
portance of defining a number of very clear precepts and 
principles. 

What are the precepts to be followed for the improve¬ 
ment of our national Written language? 

We believe that the first precept is! The Improvement 
of Oxxr national written language must aim at rationalization, 
simplicity, and a completion of the study of syllables* In 
other words, the Improvement of our national written langu¬ 
age must be more scientific, more convenient than the pre¬ 
sent one and more convenient for dally use as well as for 
other studies. To be scientific without accomplishing con¬ 
venience is not acceptable; but, to be convenient without 
being scientific is not advisable. This is to say, we G&n- 
not demand an absolute scientific character or a totally 
convenient character* It must be done in such a way that 
our^people not only study our national written language easi¬ 
ly,^ but also use it conveniently* 

There is a big problem: At what level should improve¬ 
ment take place? Is it advisable to improve (or to modify) 
in an absolute way? It must be recognized that our pre¬ 
sent national written langu^^S® 1®* despite its defects, re¬ 
latively rational and fundamentally useful, has been for 
almost a century and especisilLy for the last two decades* 
It has served our people efficiently for the last few de¬ 
cades, our revolution, and the culture and the education 
of our country* This is why it is only advisable to have 
the problem of Improvement based upon our present national 
written language* 

Furthermore, because of a special situation, we must 
exercise much care in the improvement of our national written 
language* Being aware that our people have Just escaped 
from illiteracy, the Improvement of our national written 
language must avoid unnecessary radical changes so that 
anyone who has Just learned how to read and to write will 
not be encumbered and will not have to put forth additional 
effort to relearn and so that old publications will still 
be usable for some time to come* 
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' 'Our -country is temporarily diyidedj the ' improvement 
of pur national writteh Islnguage should also take'into ac- 
cod;rit . the half: of PUr people who are in the South and who 
should! he' protected from- a< diaadvantage dn 'reading our pub¬ 
lic at ions, f Pom thP iprthi We ;must bear in mind that our 
people have thP'*’only the only unipuP national Wrl'tten langu¬ 
age and the hope o _f..our pep pie is to give it a meaningful 
improvement* Therefore, we should realize a'number of im¬ 
provements and at the same time we should make an effort to 
unify the language throughout the country* 

Finally, we. must recognize that the'.improvement' of ^ 
pur national written language is being performed When we 
are dplng research on contemporary Vietnamese," especially 
on nhbnetics and a number pf characteristic linguistics 
that is the first .step and!-which includes several problems 
not extensively investigated* It is evidently so because 
linguistics is a new science for us that up to the present 
time has been neglected for lack of opportunity to organize 
a scientific study^of our language. Particularly, the im¬ 
provement of our national written language has been discuss¬ 
ed widely since the last century, but in fact, the majority' 
of studies have been a matter of sentiment rather than on 
real scientific foundation. It is the same today that in 
many situations our studies have lacked certainty and have 
not yet had a reliable scientific foundation. 

There are irrational aspects of oiir national written 
language which are familiar to us, but in many oases it is 
a farily complex problem and-requires intensive work to know 
how to analyze and tp modify.them rationally* From experi¬ 
ence we know that many people have proposed to eliminate a 
certain number of irrational aspects of our national written 
language, but this was only replaced by a number of other 
irrational substitutions. To Improve our national written 
language in this way actually makes it more complicated. 
This is why in the first phase of the improvement Of our 
national written language , it is advisable to make only 
minimal modifIcatlonb that have been thoroughly studied ' 
and found to be certain and rational* When it is not ab¬ 
solutely necessaryi or thoroughly studied, we must continue 
our research and keep the traditional form temporarily; Later 
Pn, according, to the bpportvinltles that present themselves, 
we will progressively* rep-lize n number of ptherimprovements* 

Language is continually changing and therefore the ■ 
problem of Improvement of the written language once in a 
while must be reconsidered afte-i* each historical period, , 
and cannot be solved once and for all* After the October 
Revolution of'1917-18, the Soviet government realized the 
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improvenienti of ‘the Russlaii language; but all tbe fbrnien it*-' 
rational aspects of Russian have not been eliminated. ¥e 
are obliged to be more cautious because of oiir present sit¬ 
uation* Ttie idea to realize at once "radical modification 
to make our national written language eitirely rational is 
not rfalistic arid suitable to the situation of our country 
and tp the demands of Our people. The best thing woirld be 
to fo?s*iii ttie improvement of Our national vritten language 
step by step,with caution, certainty, and previous rebearch 
and preparation. ’ ' .. 

. Are the above limitations confining us top much, leav¬ 
ing us not daring to make, radical improvements? We do not 
believe so. To be cautious, to be certain, dOes not mean 
thst we do.not dare to be radical. On the contrary, we must 
ree-iize a radical improvement that must be dear, necessary, 
and rational. The clearly necessary and rational improve¬ 
ment will certainly be approved by the majority, not only 
the intellectuals, not only the linguists, but also the work¬ 
ing class—not only the people in the North, but the people 
of the whole country. There is no reason why we should he¬ 
sitate to realize such improvements. 

In short, the improvement of our national written 
language must follow this outline: To be based.upon the pre¬ 
sent national written language and to perform the improve¬ 
ment step by step, radically, cautiously, surely, and each 
step must prepare the way for the next step in order to 
make it coherent, simple and adequate. To realize the 
above-mentioned precepts a few problems must be defined in 
order to have a number of very clear principles. 

1. The relationship between our national written 
laniftuage and the Vietnamese language: 

This is the relationship between the written and the 
spoken language. The written language uses symbols to ex¬ 
press and cannot exist independently of the spoken language; 
the development of the spoken language requires a suitable 
development of th©'written language. "A system of written 
language is rational if it meets the characteristics of 
the spoken language and if it has received adequate improve¬ 
ment during its evolution.” (Soviet Encyclopedia,.Chapter 
"Written Language"K ^ 

Therefore, for the improvement of our national writt¬ 
en language in particulsr, as well as in general (includ¬ 
ing the additional problems of unification of spelling 
throughout Vietnam and the institution of phonetic transla¬ 
tions of foreign words into the language) our first task 
is to make a thorough study of the characteristics of the 
Vietnam language and especially the syntax. To be more 
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precise, it must be based Upon a study of contemporary_ 
Vietnamese with its cbaraotenlStics, syntax and pbonetics; 
for the improvement of our national written language is prS' 
cisely to make It suitable for., the contemporary Vietnamese 
and from there to contribute to the devoiop^iont of Qon- 

• temporary Vietnamese. ■ 
This ,1s xirhy we have tb .answer this question oOptinu- 

ouslys Is our national written language suited;to the 
characteristics of'Vietnamese, - especially contemporary 
V* i ©"t^cini© s © ? 

lifhat are those charaoteristlds? A very deep study of 
all characteristics is impossible for lack of ppportimity, 
even if it“were only a matter of the main characteristics 
of Vietnamese. This problem is huge and CCmplicated. Any¬ 
way, we must concentrate oiir attention On resolving satis¬ 
factorily the problem of a few main Characteristics of 
Vietnamese. ; ^ 

¥e think that there is a very striking characteristic 
of Vietnamese Vhlch precisely differentiates it from Indo- 
European languages, l.e,, in Vietnamese there is no formal 
structure as in Russian or in French for example. That 
is to say> in Vietnamese there is no way to construct a 
word out of several parts: root, affixation (prefix, 
suffix), desinence (tentative translations of French, 
"racine", “affixe," ^’prefixe!', '’sufflxe,” and Of Russian 
"flexiya.” The latter is often stated in French as deSin- 

.ence,” JDesinence is the modifying part, often located at 
the end of a word and expresses the order or the number 
of the verb, etc.). 

In other words, there is no way to express a nunance 
by a alight change in a word (this is why word Order is 
very important in Vietnamese syntax). Unlike the Indo- 
European languages, Veitnamese is a typical uninflected 
language (while waiting for;a more suitable rendition, 
this is tentative translation of French word ' langue 
”flexionelle” and "langue Isolante."). In the past when 
our country was still a French possession,' some of our In- 
tellecturals, who had received training in the schools 
of the imperialist countries, had compared Vietnamese with 
French or English and concluded consciously or unconscious¬ 
ly that Vietnamese is unsophisticated because it has no 

• flexibility. This is a completely erroneous viewpoint. 
Every language has its ovfh characteristics. Charac¬ 

teristics of the Vietnamese language must be deeply in¬ 
vestigated in order to suitably-resolve the various pro¬ 
blems of bur language including the improvement Of our 
national written language,: For example, we must bear in 
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mind the inflexibility of the Vietnamese language as a 
characteristic when we define the basic principle of spell¬ 
ing in oxir national written language, or when we study the 
problem of coAbinihg txOrds, This is precisely what Nguyen 
Xuan Quang did-‘riiot respect these characteristics—in his 
proposition of combining words; chua blet (chuabiet), dl 
dau (didau), sap cuoi (sapcuoi), heu chang ra tay (neuchangra- 
tay)i etc.i without considering that chua, dau, sap, ^neu, 
Chang in Vietnamese are separate words which help to, clari¬ 
fy, connective words which are not and cannot be affixations 
and therefore less qualified to be called desinence. 

Phonetically, Vietnamese has a number of character¬ 
istics that are unlike many Indo-European languages* The 
intonation is an extremely important problem Vietnamese, 
The formation of sound is not simple and is very unlike the 
sound formation in many other languages (a double vowel and 
the problem of the ending consonant, etc,), therefore, even 
the concept of phoneme is also a problem to be investigated 
in order to find a suitable application in Vietnamese. In 
addition, rhythm is also a very Important problem in Viet-^ 
namese because it is^ used to create nuances (examples; nghf 
and nghl, day and d§y, mhd‘i and mucJl, ngucfi and- ngiio’i have 
a different meaning in each case,) These problems have not 
been thoroughly investigated as yet, but they are precisely 
the problems that require our special attention for the 
improvement of bur national written language. 

2', The problem of the basic principles of speellng 
our national written language. 

The basic principle of spelling in our national vrritten 
language today are the principles of phonetics. This is the 
most rational principle of spelling with regard to the writ¬ 
ing of Vietnamese, It can be said that to Improve our na¬ 
tional written langviage precisely is to find an absolute 
application of the principles of phonetics; because the ir¬ 
rational or the complicated cases of our national written 
language mainly are the circumstances in which the princi¬ 
ple of phonetics have not been consistently applied. 

Theoretically, the principle of phonetics can be ab¬ 
solutely applied in the spelling of our national written 
language because of characteristic inflexibility of Viet¬ 
namese, In the flexible language (like the Indo-European 
languages) the problem is ratb©r more complicated, because 
in this case most of the time it is not required that the 
writing must faithfully reflect the sounds of words, but it 
requires the reflexion of the formal tinit of a word without 
accounting for the possible variations of soxmds. In Russian, 
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there is not only ”goloy4‘' (read go-la-va) but also, ’’gblovy” 
(read go-la-vu), ”golov" (read ga-lof) this is why it Is. 
always written ’’golova", although it is p]*onounced g61aya 
(but not golova). In Preheh, there are not pply grand, 
hut also »srande'' . and ®graiidlr3{, not only ’’ils yont,'’ but 
also, "iis ont.” ' This iS My "grand is j^ittS|i, .w,tth letter 
d and "ils" with letter s. That is to say:* Eu^Si^n and 
French, in.addition to the principle of phenetics* do ,have 
a principle of morphology1 The morpholegy principle pf 
spelling is not suitable tP our national written language., 
Lately, while compiling a glossary of solentifip terms 
some people believed it was advisable to write 1-Pd vi“9^' 
as a reminder that i-ied is the root of words li^p i-o-rdua. 
This is a tentative Way to introduce the morphology princi¬ 
ple of spelling in our national written langpage and it is 
very inadvisable. ■ 

In short, the basic principle of spelling of our na¬ 
tional written language must be only the principle of phone¬ 
tics. The Improvement of our national written language must 
be based upon the study of Contemporary Vietnamese phonetics 
first, and it must be done So that our national written 
language correctly and rationally reflects. Contemporary 
Vietnamese. ; , ■ , . 

■ In this respect, the' written language is not required 
to be entirely scientific, meaning it must exactly reflect 
the soinids. in contemporary Vietnamese and every unit of 
so^md. Such a written langb^e is not necessary. ¥e need 
a rational and convenient written language for the use of 
all the people. That is to; say, it is not necessary to re¬ 
flect every unit of sound or the variation Of sound, even 
those variations of sound that are net necessary or do not 
even play a role in the modification of meaning (for example, 
the vowel, U, tT, etc., in Vietnamese can be pronounced a 
little bit longer or shorter without affecting the meaning 
of the word). Only phonemes are to be specified, or in 
other words, the basic phonetic unit forms the pronuncia** 
tion of Vietnamese, It is precisely because of the lack 
of attention to this point that some time ago Ngo Quand 
Chao contradicted himself when he raised the principle of 

*hot to .dream about finding a system of sound transcrintlon 
in which every syllable satisfies the law of harmony^ but 
in concrete terms proposed use of. U and U , etc., 
(to write the vowels u and .u when they are shorter) and to 
write ■5ng (ung), uc (uc), un (un), 5t (n't). This is hot 
necessary at present and it is rather camplicated to do so 
because in contemporary Vietnamese,. “yiere is no distinction 
between u and \5(, if and u’, as between a and a (in an and an). 
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Because we cannot demand an absolute rationale* then 
In a number of cirOumstanoes If the irrational is hot very 
obvious, and does hot heed to tse modified yet* it is possible 
and advisable to retaih the lisual writihg, the traditional 
writing that has always bdeh. It must be done to avoid the 
excessive discussion that is hot really necessary, ,;Later 
on, whan the necessity arises a number of traditional'.ways 
of writing can be investigated and modified. This is be¬ 
cause the written language has lagged behind the spoken 
language. This is why there is no language in the world, 
except the recently created ones, that has no definite tra¬ 
ditional writing. Of course, oixr national written language 
does not have many instances of traditional writing, unlike 
Snglish and French, in which the traditional writing has be¬ 
come the basic principle of spelling. 

In a few written languages like French the principle 
of etymological spelling is still applied; This priplple 
requires the reflection of etymologsr' on the written' langu¬ 
age, requires a reflection of the etymology of vrords which 
are borrowed from Latin or Greek and which means that they 
must be written according to the Latin and Greek basis; 
in French ”homme” (Latin; homo), ”tant” (Latin; tantum), 
and "temps" (Latin; tempus); written with ph (Read F), th 
(read T), Ch (read K), Y (read I); words of Greek origin 
like phllosphle, rhythme, technique, etc. The principle of 
etymology is a principle of spelling which has complicated 
French very much. It is completely different with the 
principle of phonetics. 

Recently while compiling the glossary of scientific 
vocabulary it was proposed to write aldehyd and hypebol in 
order to conserve the international nature of these words. 
¥e think we should not regret this international nature of 
the word and omit to respect the b^sic principle of_spelling 
of oiir national written language which is the principle of 
phonetics, and to add a new principle of etymology entire¬ 
ly unnecessary. Of course, we are not talking about the 
circumstances of truly international writing in a few scien¬ 
tific and technological branches that we have to use, like 
in any other country. In this case, we write in the inter¬ 
national way what we can al\irays read in the Vietnamese way 
and it does not need to be dependent on the pronunciation 
of any other language. For example, "sin" (sine) we write 
"sin"; we should not read "xin," but we should read "sin" 
in order to respect the basic principle of spelling of our 
national written language which is the principle of phonetics, 

3, The problem of standardized pronounclation in Viet- ■ 
namese; 
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bui* national writteri language is a litoral ti!*ansorip- 
tion of the sounds * , The tiasic prlrioiple of spelling of 
our national 'Writteri language is the principle, of phonetics. 
To improve ‘our national Vi^itten language,. one, prohlem must 
first be eolved, that;, isl 'the'^pis^blem of; def^ 
standardized pronoUnc iatlojji b'f ' contemporary "7ietnamie se *; The 
problem has to be considered because the pron6uhcia.tlon of 
Vietnamese is different in the South from,,the'.North; which 
one.,should be chosen as the btandard? All proposed improve¬ 
ments (ffiodernizatton) of our national witten languagei up 
to the present time, have omitted this •subject, and there¬ 
fore, no resolution has been made. 

The’ core of the problem is to standardize the pro- 
nounclation of Vietnamese, and this is a yerjf great problem. 
This is one aspect, of the need for unification and standard¬ 
ization of Vietnamese. To define a standardized pronouncia- 
tion of Vietnamese is to have a foimdatlon for the improve¬ 
ment of our national written language and the unification 
of the spelling. , ^ a. 

A few years ago the review Np;hien Ouu Van-Su-Dia LArts, 
History and geography Research StudiesJ attempted to study 
this problem. The first one to raise this question viaa pre¬ 
sumably Comrade Andreyev (See M.D. Andreyev; "The Problem 
of VTilgarizatlon of the Pronounciation of the Vietnamese 
Language," Arts. History, and Geogranhy Re.searoh Studies, 
1956, No. 18. Obviously, it was not vulgarization, but 
standardization; presmably, the author means "normalizatsiya 
which is "standardization," and the translator from Russian 
tp Vietnamese made a mistake in saying "vulgarization ). 

Comrade Andreyev presented a number of principles in 
choosing the standardized pronounciation of Vietnamese; 

1. The principle of easy imderstanding (that is to say, 
possibly many people will follow it); 

2* The principle of the least possible number of homo¬ 
nyms. 

3. The principle of progress (e.g., suitable^to the 
common development of Vietnamese). 

4. The principle of the pronounciatlon in the capitol 
city (Hanoi). -i ■ 

5. The principle of constituents; LWhetherJprpnouncia- 
tlon in the capitol city [of] pronounciation in various re¬ 
gions, the written language has erjough foundation to supply 
a standardized pronounciatlon (concretely, if the pronoxincia- 
tlon of the capitol and the pronounciatlori of;various re¬ 
gions are in contradiction, the one which Identifies with 
the written language will be choseii as standard). 

Comrade Nguyen Lan and Comrade Hong Giao have contributed 
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a few ideas (see Nguyen Lan: *'Open Letter* to Prof. M*D, 
Andreyev^ USSR, on the Unification of Prbnounciation in Ylet- 
namese.** Arts. Hiatbi*y. and G-eogramtiy Research Studies* 1956i 
No. 19 and Hong Giao;V’a p^w Opinions on Vietnamese Today," 
Artst Hlsiory , G-eography. Research Studies. ,195?. No 26), 
Comrade Nguyen Lan maintains tha,t it Is not adyisahle to 
choose the pronounclation in Haiiol as a standard, hut it, 
is adyisahle to choose the '’differentiated.” pronounciatibn 
based upon ovir national written language .Cas the regional 
prondunciatlon which distinguishes ”d”'and "gi” is Chosen), 
Inversely, Comrade Hong Giao thinks it is necessary to have 
a basic principle, i.e., adopt the pronoxmciation of a cer¬ 
tain region as the foundation of standardized Vietnamese 
(this is the Northern pronounclation) and to adopt the pro¬ 
nouns iation of the capital city of the coxmtry, Hanoi, as 
the standardized pronounclation of Vietnamese because up to 
the present time, and for a long historical period, Hanoi 
has been continually the center of political, ciiltural, and 
economic progress of the whole ooxintry, 

¥e think the solution of the problem of definition of 
the standardized pronounclation of Vietnamese must he based 
upon a number of common principles on the one hand and on 
the other hand on the real situation of our country and our 
le.nguage in order to obtain adequate resolution. According 
to the development of language, when defining the standardiza¬ 
tion of the language, the pronounclation of the most pros¬ 
perous, political, cultural and social center of a country 
is commonly chosen, and this center is usually the oapitol 
city. Formerly,the pronounclation of Moscow was chosen for 
Russian; the prono\mciation of Paris for French, and the 
pronounclation of Peking for Chinese. 

Our Vietnamese language is also subject to this law 
of linguistics. It is clearly known to our people that 
Hanoi is the tnidlsputed political^, social and cultural 
center of Vietnam, The pronounoiation of Hanoi in a few 
circumstances is not only in contradiction to the pronouncia- 
tion of more than half of our country, but also is in con¬ 
tradiction to the v/rltten language: the pronounclation of 
Hanoi does not distinguish ”ch” and ”tr,” ”x” and "s," "d" 
and "r”. In a few regions of the North, and all over the 
Center and the South, the distinction is quite clear and so 
is our national written language. 

In this respect we find that the written language has 
a reciprocal effect on the spoken language: Precisely be¬ 
cause there is a distinction between "ch” and ”tr,” “x" and 
"s”, ”d” and "r”, therefore bur common goal is to bring about 
more agreement about the distinctions in pronounclation, like 
in the Center and in the South, also including the people 
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from Hanoi. Even in Hanoi.itself we have heard daily many 
pec’Ole pronouaoing dlstihctively **ch” and tr, x and s f 
"d'’ and Therefor^e to Standardize the pronounciation 
of Vieti.amese, the best Way i^Ould he ltd adopt the, pronqunc ia- 
tibn of Hanoi asr^tlie /hasib ^ah^^ 
tibned above'when -the pJFqnbiMdddtdbn of Hanoi does ript make 
a distinction and%ore -than.country dobs) arjd com¬ 
plete it by. inStitutihg the pronounciation which .p^Svailb 
in the grea.ter bhrt of ■ the comitryi: Our national writteh 
laiiguage als.b makes these distinctibnsi Such a.resb.lution 
is the most hatibnal .because it is suitable tb ithq ne,eds ,nf 
tbe majority bf vbto* people*; ‘ ^ . 

In this respect, ”d” and ”gi” is a special subject, 
A long time hgo, they were .Clearly two consonants,: but for 
quite some time these two consonants have evolved into some¬ 
thing closer and resulted in the fact that there is^^no longer 
a distinction in pronounciation between d and gi iu 
contemporary Vietnamese. If there is still a distinction it 
only concerns a few small regions of little significance in 
the Center, bUt there still is a distinction between d and 
”gi”, and therefore, some of the time we have to keep an 
artificial demarcation, in pronoxmclatlon (as in a few schools 
on the elementary levels during reading sessions). Actual¬ 
ly, we should not go against the obvious direction of the 
development of the language and we must rely on the fore- 
mentioned; principles in defining standardized Vietnamese 
that it is unnecessary and inadvisable to distinguish d 
and ’'gl”. We can say that this lack of distinction is al¬ 
so suitable to meet the 'demands of the large majority of our 
people. 

Some people worry that the lack of distinction between 
”d'* and ”gl” will deprive the Vietnamese phonetic system of 
one consonant and will Increase the number Of homonyms, hence 
decreasing the clarity of the language. Sometimes we think 
that anyway there has always been a distinction up to the 
present and now, if there is no longer such a distinction, 
it Seems we hre losing something regrettable..Do we have 
to fear that the lack of distinction between d and . gi . 
would impoverish the phonetic system of Vietnamese? But . 
in fact, the phonetic system of. contemporary Vietnamese is 
very abundant in Comparison with many bther.:languages* The 
phonetic system of contemporary Vietnamese consists of 
twenty two phoneme consonants, more than ten vowel phonemes 
and six rhythms. \^lle the.phonetic system of contemporary 
Chinese consists of only twenty .one phoneme consonants, six 
vowel phonemes and fo^ir rhythms,the phonbtlb system of Viet- . 
namese consists of eight final consonants m-p, n—t, nh-ch,: 



ng-kj in the phonetic system of Chinese there pre only 
two, n, ng. The number of,spvinds in contemporary Vietnam¬ 
ese ie more than four or five times the number of sounds in 
Chinese. ¥ho would dare say, however, that'; Chinese is limit¬ 
ed? The richness of a language depends upon the richness of ' 
the vocabulary (but hot upon the number of phonemes and 
the niflnber of sounds) and more rigorously^upon the richness 
of life and of the culture. 

The Chinese people have chosen the pronounciation of 
Peking as the standard of contemporary Chinese dpspite the 
fact that the pronounciation of Peking does not make^any.- 
distinction among three couplets of words, namely "tiem am" 
and "doan m". That is to say, there is no distinction be¬ 
tween || and ^ and ^ , || and\||^ , when , 

many regions in the coxmtry, including a few regions in the 
North (the language of the Northern region is the basis of 
literary Chinese), have really distinctive pronounciation 
(our Slno-Vletnamese language does have distinction: tlen 
and kien, thien and khlen, tuyen and huyen). The new phone¬ 
tic transcription (with Roman block letters) of Chinese, 
therefore, cannot make a distinction between tign and kien 
(written as Jian) thiln and khl@n (both written as qlan) 
amd tuyg'n and huy^n (both written as xlan). In doing so, 
the Chinese people have conformed to the linguistic law of 
language development in Chinese. 

Language is a social phenomenon; in language the old 
usages disappear gradually, and the new progressively appears 
and develops. We think that on the one hand we must support 
the sane innovations, and on the other hand, it is not ad¬ 
visable to regret the desuetude and stubbornly preserve 
the desuetudes for obviously it is not possible to retain 
the distinction between "d". and "gl" when our people, who 
have been practicing the language for at least one hun(h:*ed 
years, are not willing to keep it and to make a distinction 
between "d" and "gi". 

Would it be a large increase of homonyms if there is 
no distinction between "d" and "gi", and therefore, would 
the language lack clarity? This is a valuable observation. 
We have investigated and taken in to account about 70 coup¬ 
lets of homonyms with "d" and "gi": (bed). However, the 
basic unit of a language is not letters or sounds, but words, 
and such words are not Independent but are situated in sen¬ 
tences. 

This is why ro confusion pan be made betvreen da (skin), 
and gla (family, to participate in) da, (stomach, yes) and 
gia (straw),dam (da.re) and glam (supervisor, manager, director). 
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dan (tmce, marlt) and giau (to hide), di .(maternal'; axint) 
a/.n"! r-;! Twhat). do (dirty» so 11) ■' arid gio (raise), dnc,.(.ed,u- 
catiOM) -and Pjiuo (to rush)^i du (aggressive, naughty) .glu (to 
care for) , duorig :(as if),- giuong (bed), etc. - fhere ,1s con¬ 
fusion only iri a few rare fcases; ..for instancer;,darih (ec'o- . 
nomy, saving) gianh (challenge^ ^competition) In a- sentence..■ 
like toi, (danh) or (gianh) (cho* anh),.^ But in-faG 
do not usually say it like this, .but; tdi .■ de da:^ cho 
anh.*,<, and; toi.gihnh lai, gianh lay, gianh^ adSc cho 
anh.i», and therefore there cannot be any confusion really:. 

In praOtice, the distirictlon between da (skin) and gia 
(family, to participate in) in our language today is unneces¬ 
sary, just as it is unnecessary to have a distinction in 
pronoTHicing or in writing of a as interjection with a pro- 
nounoed with the tongue, closed a, and a dua (snobbishness), 
without accounting that we still have a as a unit of area 
(are), a-xlt (acid), a**mlp (amoeba) a-xe-tl-len .(acetylene), 
a-pa-tit (apatite), and in addition to a-dl-da-phat we have 
a-men. Similarly, there is no need to make a distinction 
for the pronounciatlon or the writing of ba (3) and bon 
(3 and 4) and ba (father, papa) in ba ma (father and mother), 
ba ba (river turtle), ba hoa (aimless conversation), bon ba 
(activity abroad), ba dao (restless, stormy). • 

Furthermore, i,f ever the distinction between d and gi 
could make a distlnc-tlon between da and gia then how can 
we distinguish gia sUch (price of the book) from gia sach „ 
(book shelf) because'-gia in both cases is written with gi? 
Or, how can we make i. distinction between an do (half through 
eating) and an do (eating with a poor appetite) when dp in 
both cases is written with d? If letters or syllables are 
taken separately the homonymy would often occur unavoidably. 

We would wonder; If this is so, why worry about the 
distlontion between 0 and X, li: and oh? The problem of d. ; 
and gi and the problem of s and x, tr andch are completely 
different from one another. We thliik that is is advisable 
to make a distinction between s and x, .tr and ch, and the 
main reason is not that the language would be lacking clari¬ 
ty without such distinction.' Really, the population of Hanoi 
would misunderstand each other in their conversations when 
they omit these distinctions between; s and x, tr and ch. 
The reason we find it necessary to distinguish. S and x, tr. 
and ch is because'.at least 17 or 18 million Vietnamese among 
more than 25 million do make such distinctions in daily con¬ 
versation. As to d and gi, although we have not made con¬ 
crete investigations, it is certain that the number of peo¬ 
ple who do prono\mce theit distinctively are only a few ten 
thousands, or at the maximum one hundred thousand. Really 
it is not easy to find someone in Hanoi and other big cities, 
who naturally pronounce distinctively d and gi. 
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it the present time' the distinction between d and gi 
can be qualified as artificial. That is to say, it, no longer 
survives (in a general survey) in the actual pract/ice of our 
languagei D or gi? This question has made many students 
miserable in their spelling; this question has made the work¬ 
er and peasant miserable in his studies,and often has made 
the intellectualsj; the writers and even the linguists miser¬ 
able. When Tumo wrote "G-long nuoc hguoc” (The Upcurreht)» 
when Tran Thanh Mai wrote "Trorig giong song vi" (Looking 
at the River V), and Tu Ngoc (Nguyen Lan) wrote "Nguoc Dong". 
people wondered. Write dong or giong, d or gi. (See Tu Ngoct 
"Dong Hay G-iong", Tao dan. 1939 No. 6). 

Recently, in a similar way many people still worried 
about the name of our first movie film, "Chung Mot Dong 
Song" or "Chung Mot Giong Song"? (The Common River) and 
for a long time a striking feature is that in the publica¬ 
tions of the North as well as the South it seems there is 
no objection to writing dong to (storm, tempest) day noi 
(telephone) trau doi (to improve), or giong to, giay noi, 
trau gioi. 

In turning the pages of a book of selected classical 
works for grade 5i recently published by the Ministry of Na¬ 
tional Education (i960), we found the following footnote for 
spelling: "day thung, day phut, day thep (usual writing: 
giay phut, giay thep, giay thung):—rope, second and minute, 
iron or steel wire, and "dal ao, dai thuong (possible writ¬ 
ing: giai thuong)"—strap for clothing, reward, prize. All 
this bewilders the children and, in fact is not the mistake 
of the teacher or of the author of the book! This proves 
that the distinction between d and gi is no longer Justifi¬ 
able . 

The basic principles of spelling of our national 
written language are phonetic principles. It is not possible 
to rely on popular pronounciation to define spelling well; 
the only solution is refer to old dictionaries. In the re¬ 
ference to old dictionaries it is often foxind written with 
d in some dictionaries, and with gi in others. The same 
word was written gim in the Vletnamese-Latin Taberd and 
Theurel, the Vietnamese-French dictionary of Geiiibrel, 
and in the Vietnamese-Chinese-French dictionary of Gustave 
Hue and it is written dim in the Vietnamese dictionary of 
Khai-Tri Tien-Due and the new Vietnamese dictionary Thanh-. 
NgM; it is written dim in the dictionary of spelling Of 
La-Vinh-Lol (Tu-Lam) in the North, and gim in the dictionary 
of spelling of Le-Ngoo-Tru in the South., We can quote many 
other similar examples. 

It is not even reliable to refer to the old Vietnamese 
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language, IJom.- .mhy wor^s in p.ui" Gontemporary _ 
language are \«*itten'd, but In ttie pM Vietnamese lang¬ 
uage the phonetic transcription by OhienSe is bronounded 
with d in the Slno-Viethamese phbhetIcsi fo^ .example, da (J 
doi )f etc. \But, with, giot' (gi^t nUdc>dl^pp^^^^ water), 

aio ( gio ion, pdrk leg), it is oommbiiiy vfrltten'' to^.ay^'with 
|i and in the Sld.VietweSe Npm ^fteb many dictionajle|^^^ 
(like Genibrel’ s) it is written (Chinese dot) and 
(Chinese do). / That is to say, according ^ a-p 
mentioned,. It should be written dot, do. The,41ybrslty .of 
the writing of old Vietnamese Norn has not'eyen been taken 
into account, it is not exaggerated to say t;hat ii^pre th^ 
half the difficulties of compiling a dictionary pf spelling 
up to the present time are contained in the.problem _d or 
”gi'’?. This is why it is rational to forget the distinction 
between d and gi in pronounciation and even in^the writing 
and it would be widely approved and agreed by the people 
of our whole country. ' 

Recently, the Institute of Literature organized a dis¬ 
cussion with a number of cadres fully experienced in popular 
education, and also a discussion with a number of teachers 
of grades 1, 2 and 3 in Hanoi. In those two discussions it 
was^unamiously agreed to abandon the 
and Fit for many people have acknowledged that this artirl 
cial^distinction between d and gi only creates difficulties 
and complications for school children and for the people 
in their literary studies. 

4. The problem of symbols [diacritics]: 
After the problem of standardization of Vietnamese 

we must solve the problem of the symbol in our national writt¬ 
en language, e.g., the problem of choice and use of letters 

and ^gQ tiie Latin alphabet in the im¬ 
provement of our national written If’^suage. The problem is 
how to use the Latin alphabet;.is it advisable to modify 
the Latin alphabet and to augment with a number of sym¬ 
bols? The greatest of.our difficulties here is the limita¬ 
tion of the,number of symbols ,ln the Latin alphabet, which 
comprise the fewest number .of phonemes, and the lack of a 
symbol in the Latin..alphabet,to express rhytto [toneJ. The 
exclusive use of the Latin.alphabet would not be suitable 
for the radical application of this principle: Each symbol 
represents a definite phoneme (or rhythm) and each phoneme 
(or rhythm) is Illustrated by a definite symbol. But the 
use of many more new symbols would bring many 
in practice. Therefore, we,;must compromise in the number of 
new symbols that we ins'fcitute. 
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First, It is advisable to use the Latin alphabet in 
k more radical and rational way* In the Latin alphabet to¬ 
day there are a numbei* of letters not yet used in our na¬ 
tional written language; f, U and w. For thorough use 
of the Latin alphabet it is advisable to adopt all of these 
letters in our national written language; in all;allowable 
circumstances it is advisable to use these letters of the 
Latin alphabet that are commonly used in the yrrltten langu- 
ag6s of various countrios* For exatnplo, f, d, .aj. i in tlio 
written languages of various countries are used to lllusi- 
trate the consonants ph, d and the vowels a, i, which are 
the existing phonemes in Vietnamese* Therefore,'there is 
no reason we sliould not use f to write the consonant ph, 
d to write the consonant a. and 1 to write the vowels a, 
i. But, there absolutely should not be dependence on the 
language of any defInlte, coiuitry (for instance French), 
thereby limiting our use of the Latin alphabet. When neces¬ 
sary, no hesitation should take place in using a number 
of letters in a way not ordinarily used for these letters, 
especially when they illustrate special phonemes in Viet- 
naTTic so • 

if the thorough use of the Latin alphabet is not suf¬ 
ficient then we can possibly study the possibilities for a 
number of new letters or the modification of letters of the 
Latin alphabet or to borrow a nvunber of letters from other 
alphabets. But that is talking about principle. Concerning 
practice in the first stepcf improvement it is not advisable 
to use new letters not yet in existence, or if they are inven¬ 
ted, it is advisable to consider them as experimental and 
use must be very limited to avoid complication in current 
usage. To do so, at least in the present situation, we must 
temporary use a number of double letters, but in a very limit¬ 
ed way and the less the better, to illustrate all phonemes in 
Vietnamese, In opposition to the ideas of ' Ay-mo-ni-e , we 
think that it is not advisable to use double letters to 
write the vowels in Vietnamese (e.g., aa, ee, ou,..) because 
the vowel is the fundamental element of the syllable and 
in Vietnamese in addition to the single vowels there are 
double vowels. 5 is not rational to use double letters to 
write vowels because this may daUse confusion and is ember- 
some. It is only advisable to use double letters to write 
a number of consonants as they already exist in contemporary 
Vietnamese. Nevertheless it is advisable to avoid the use 
of double letters for frequently used consonants, e.g., the 
consonants that are used at the beginning as well as at the 
end of a word making our national written language more com¬ 
pact. 
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Vietnamese is a rhythmic language, and the rhythm 
in Vietnamese has a role in differentiating meaning or sig¬ 
nificance .of basic phonetic unite lilse phonemes. These char¬ 
acteristics of Vietnamese tnust\,a1,so .be illustrated in the 
written, language by special symbdl.e; to Illustrate rhythm, 
our •natiohal' wr*itteri language, must have it^s rown.’symbols and 
accents.'. This is why we ’think that the accents huyeh (low 
falling tones), sac (high hising tone), mang (low broken 
tone), hoi (low rising tone) nga. (high bhokeh tone)' could 'be 
modified for greater clarity and, if necessary, their loca¬ 
tion be made consistent (for example, the accent could al'-' ; 
ways be placed above the letter or be replaced by other 
symbols that can be adopted after study, for use with great-‘ 
er convenience). At any r.ate^ special symbols must be used, 
which would be different from the letters, because they il¬ 
lustrate the phoneme power of consonants. 

■In.our national written language.with the accents 
used to illustrate rhythm, the use of auxiliary accents to 
Construct new words must be e'ven more limited to avoid ob¬ 
scurity and confusion. For example, if it is possible, it 
is advisable to reduce or to simplify the auxiliary ac¬ 
cent on letters (by using a niomber of new letters without 
auxiliary, accents) . 

However, the problem of atuciliary accents (including 
intonation accents) is a complex problem and must be thorough¬ 
ly studied. In the Initial stage of improvement of our na¬ 
tional written language, perhaps it is not generally advi¬ 
sable to raise this question. 

5, The problem of new syllables (problem of phonetic 
translation): ■ 

The improvement of our national .written language 
must be accompanied by resolution pf the problem of new 
syllables. This problem is raised because of the need for 
phonetic translation of scientific glossaries borrowed from 
other languages as well as phonetic translations of proper 
names and geographical names. For this reason^ before solv¬ 
ing the problem of new syllables it is believed that some 
principles should be defined for phonetic translation. ' 

The phonetic translation is a translation based upon 
sound from a foreign language to Vietnamese. The goal here 
is to transfer foreign wordsi.into'Vietnamese words,' and it’ 
is different from the goal of phonetic transcription; phone- ., 
tic transcription is "the use’of the national written language 
to illustrate the sound (the closer the better) and the pro- 
nounciation of a foreign word (for instance, in studies of 
foreign languages). Therefore, in phonetic translation the 



main thing is to transform the f01*6ign word into a Vietnamese 
word, i.e., to iDihke a word in Vietnamese* acceptable ih Viet¬ 
namese, pronouriciation b^ the Vietnamese and easily usable. 
Hence, the charabteristics of Vietnamese, the phonetic sys¬ 
tem in Vietnamese and the system of our national written 
language must be respected. To pronounce foreign languages 
faithfully we shouldnot do Harm’ to theihonetic system and 
the system Of writing. In other words, the faithful pro- 
nounclation of the foreign language must be limited; this 
is allowable within the domain of Vietnamese phonetics and 
the spelling of ournatlonal written language,: 

For this reason, we must study a number of charac¬ 
teristics in Vietnamese. One very striking characteristic 
in Vietnamese is that polyphonic words are not commonly 
used in Vietnamese, therefore, in phonetic translations it 
is advisable to reduce the polyphonic words, if possible, 
and to leave only two' or three syllables for each word. 

In addition to the phonetic translatioiof scientific '' 
glossaries arid scientific vocabularies, there la also the 
phonetic translation of proper names and geographical names. 
In this case the pronounclation of proper names and geo¬ 
graphical names must be strictly respected (and therefore 
it is generally not advisable to reduce the; number of, syl-. 
lables only for convenience),but on the other hand the phone¬ 
tic system of Vietnamese and the system of oirr national 
written language must still be respected. Thus, we cannot 
expect a literal or rigid adherence to foreign pronounclation. 

The phonemes, as the basic phonetic unit of the langu¬ 
age (not syllables), must command our attention. This is 
why in phonetic translation of either proper names or 
geographical names only phoneme elements of the words are 
important, and not flexible sounds (this is the very dif¬ 
ference between phonetic sounds and phonetic transcriptions). 
Recently, in phonetic translations--mainly the phonetic trans¬ 
lation of proper names and geogrpahlcal names—a number of 
people have had the tendency to adopt an exact phonetic 
transcription, i.e., to be entirely faithful to the foreign 
pronounclation. We think that this is not advisable (and 
indeed not attainable). For instance, Soviet (Xoviet) the 
Russians pronounce Xa-vl-et, but COBET is written with 0 
in Russian because it is a phoneme 0 in .' J^sslan, but not 
phoneme A; this is why the phonetic translations in every 
country are Xoviet (or similar) but never, Xa-vlet. This 
is why recent phonetic translations like; A-sto-rop-skl 
(0-sto-rop-Ski), Mat-scorva (mac-tu-khoa) are not satisfac¬ 
tory and not rational at all. 

An example to illustrate the irrationality of phone¬ 
tic translations like Mat-sco-va; some render MOOXB^as 
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mat-soo-va, but MOOKBMJ (fro? '“Tn'faot''thirir^ 
ihlnli; It Is a Sob'S Phonetic trapslatlon. , J 

not an exact phonetic ^ danp 
written;, "iiKSt ohlec may bay len J^Jt^scarVit sp dans 
bay tren.'thanb pbo Mat^goo^va . i ^See Nhan, D^n, ^ * 

^ On tbe one hand vre hdyd to i*e spec t the phone tip 
system of Vietnamese and thfe system of our national, langu- 
l?e! but on the other hand we must also aohnowledge one 
oharacterletlo of oontempor^y Vietnamese, vlZj^^,^that lV_, 

LS virtSiroi.“Ls?nT™beJVf«^^ 

from other languages. The problem of need tS- 

"hraSsS?“?0f"“S®0f ?StlC elements 

to wT^at_is 2|°®®^o7of new syllables must engender a number 
The addition oi new sy national written langu- 

°ge?®wi?n?s‘basic principle of spelling f 

S f i%e?rsSrMlf'^-^rt?rn^i -»trfr|Ue 

i^?SSfeSt"oroS SS?fonal ^lt?en\a^uage^ This Is why 
the new syllables which have been added to o^_nationai 

have th© sylla^hlss X6, >: nTustrat© dxily th© 

- ^Thl iLHC! W^rtlS Vlethamese 

^itaiisrio 

:SfKoi’thrile Vt^e new sounds such as ah. at. Id, 

etc. ■ .i.,. .■.■;•■'■■■ 
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,6* The problem of suppression of hyphenated words; 
Suppression of the hyphenated word becomes more and 

more the need in the development Of contemporary Vietnamese, 
From a logical point of view there is ho reason for the exist¬ 
ence of a hyphen in a single,word. In the new phonetic system 
(with Latin alphabet) of Chinese, sounds could not be writt¬ 
en.; separately but in words without hyphens, and as a matter 

‘of principle this problem is no longer under discussion. 
But, instead of writing Chuhghia Mac-Lenin, we write; Ghu 
Nghia Mao—Lenin with a long hyphen and a regular hyphen 
which is complicated; to avoid complications some people 
write; Mac-Le nin which is not rational at all. In a period 
when language requires precision and exactitude the absence 
of the hyphen can change the meaning of a word and cause 
confusion. A few examples are; In physios and chemistry the 
concept of absolute zero (so hong that) coiild be confused 
with complex number (so fehong that); or in zoology writing 
’’dong vat co vu Ion” could be confused with ”vu Ion,, but 
not with the high class vertebrate. Writirr; lin separate sounds 
and separate words, therefore, makes it impossible to use 
the hyphen with its own true value. The hyphen ought to be 
used to give words, which were formerly separate words (two 
or three), a different meanlng;each individual word still 
keeps its former character (own meaning), for example, chunghia, 
Mac-Lenin, chunghia xahoi-sovanh, Nam Vietnam, But up to 
the present time, we have commonly used the hyphen in proper 
names, geographlca.1 names or in the phonetic translation of 
words and new words. 

The suppression of the hyphen poses two problems to 
be solved; 

1. When to combine two words, when not to combine, 
and when to hyphenate. 

2, How to avoid confusion in reading when words are 
written in combination. 

At present the problem of words in Vietnamese has not 
been thoroughly studied. This is the greatest difficulty for 
writing words together. To write words together requires a 
limiting rule for words in Vietnamese; what is a word bnd 
what is not a word, and what is less and what is more than 
a word. But in doing so, should we wait until we finish the 
study of the problem'of Vietnamese words before writing words 
together? We do not think so. Of cotirse we have to advance 
the study of linguistics and especially the problem of words 
in Vietnamese, This task is extremely Important and can pro¬ 
vide the rule for witing words together. But seeking per¬ 
fection is not advisable. In the first stages it is advisable 
to set rules for writing words together under circumstances 
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that there is . adequate, .clarity. As ,to the cases that are^ 
hot Clear enough,' we. will have to carry on further studies. 
Cases already solved! arc ridt:.;neg:llglble:i •>.. . . . . ■ 

The realization of .tfeA- ^irst etages : of writing _words 
together could strongly stimtaate the study .of the-word^^p^ 
hlem in Vietnamese (when writing words together,-the people, 
would progressively acquire a clearer concept and therefore 
would participate, in'the study of this problem) *..Thus, it 
would be: easier to solve the cases that still remain unclear, 

Wouii it hot be logical enough, While w.a,itang for 
further studies, tb v/rlte some words together; sometimes and 
separately at bther times? We. think this is an excessive 
step,, [but necessary; during the] transitional period when we 
pass from .writing, words separately-to writing-words together. 

The writing of words together will be conj.using 
at times. In fact, this is not as great a difficulty as it 
is believed. In practice, the review Mhan -Dan has printed 
words very close- tos&ther and many times these are complete¬ 
ly loined (to save paper and not intended for writing^of 
v7ords together and, therefore, words are printed togetner 
without meaning one- word), Wo one, however^-has complained 
about being unable tp read it, but it is advisable that ^^1® 
be defined for reading words written together after study 
of characteristic sound formation in Vietnamese to make for 
less confusion. As for a number of confusing cases, the use 
of special symbols to illustrate pronounciatlon will be ad¬ 
vantageous if it is necessary. 

III. Methods and Procedures 

The improvement of our national written language 
is a great problem. How to realize it?,. ^ _ 

There are two bis steps? The first step is to study 
methods for improvement; the second 
methods to the dissemination of the improved national written 

I rr 1T /I fT 

^ ^ We think it is advisable to create a committee under 
the direct leadership of the National Scientific Committee 
to.study methods of improvement of our national written ^ 
language. The task of this committee is to study the .princi¬ 
ples of im'orovement of our national written language and 
rational methods■The program must - include ,two parts: 
the improvement of the whole, or at least the gepera-l di 
tion (because it has tp proceed gradually),, and the first , 
step of improvement can be realized at once,During the 
studies it is advisable to publish the subject and to organiz 
refrendums because it is a very important problem which concerns 



all the people, deserves their attention and everyone can 
offer ideas. ¥e will s^*eet and respeot suggestions from our 
people in the South, from intellectual and linguists in the 
South, from ouT compatr'iots ah;poad and from our foreign 
friends. ^ / ■ x 

After thorough study, the methods of improvement of 
our rational written language must be presented for appro¬ 
bation by a scientific committee of national character and 
then presented to the government for approval and execution. 

¥e must have a plan for dissemination of our improved 
national written language. To avoid encumbering the; people 
it is advisable to use two written languagethe former one 
and the Improved one. For instance, our improved national 
written language will be used only in the titles of publica¬ 
tions and some short articles (extensive works of long-term 
value could better use the improved national written langu¬ 
age). On the front page of publications and on the book 
covers it is advisable to provide a reference between the 
old farm and the improved national written language. Small 
books should be unpublished to explain progressively our 
improved national written language in a concise and under¬ 
standable form. After a relatively short time (we are not 
aiming confuse all of our national written language) we 
could limit the use of the former national written language 
until it is completely abandoned, in order to unify the use 
of our improved national written language in all publica¬ 
tions as well as in all official documents, etc. 

Of course only the improved national written language 
will be taught in all the schools. The Improved national 
written language being more rational then the former one 
will be easier and faster to learn. The primers and a number 
of classical books for the grade one, especially for the 
lower forms, must be re-edlted. Temporarily a number of 'old 
books could still be used in the higher forms because the 
school children in those forms can easily learn both written 
languages. The old books will be gradually replaced by new 
ones# 

After the improvement of our national written langu¬ 
age it is also important to study the problem of the stand¬ 
ardization of spelling (Including standardisation rules 
for phonetic translation of words borrowed from foreign 
languages) to compile a dictionary of spelling. Concurrently 
it is advisable to study the standardization of pronounoia- 
tlon (this problem can be studied during the study of our 
national written language) and to disseminate the standardize' 
Ad pronouncAatlon, In this task such services as the radio, 
movies, theater, records, etc,, should be used. In schools 
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the standardized pronoimciatioh must he; .taught r grade 1 
we must havh-standardlzed pronbunclatloh of Vietnamese. ^Ex¬ 
cept for the lower forms, spellihg hoUrs. become practically 
unimOortaht. l^hen the schdhl thlMhdh .t;3e the ^e proi- 
nbunciation, they, will wi^ite odr na|,i:Onal.'T(p^tt^ language 
ooi^rectly because the basic pri^ilbiple of spelling of our 
national written language is a phonetic prinefele.* _ 

Along with the improvement of our national wrlttien_ 
language^ we" will also realize , the, st^hdardization^Of spell¬ 
ing and pronounciation and will therefore-, create favorable 
conditions for a strong development of Vietnamese according 
to the needs of our people and of our present revolution. 

10,355 
CSO: 1372-SA 
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II. P 0 L I T I C 'A L. 

PEOPLE* S 'COUNCILS ARE THE STATE* S LEGAL ORGANS , ‘ 
, IN LOCAL REGIONS ; • ■ > • ; ' 

[Poliowing a translation of an article by: 
Ngo Du in Mhan Dan, Hanoi, No. 2421, 4 Novem¬ 
ber i960, page. 4.] 

' In 1959, after all the northern regions completed the 
elections of the people’s councils and the executive commit-, 
tees of all levels, the organization of political power every¬ 
where was basically, strengthened and fortified. After a 
year of activity, the people’s councils have begun to sub¬ 
stantialize the mlsSohs of the State as legal organs in the 
local regions. In the different zones, cities and provinces, 
the role of the people's councils is gradually attaining 
order. Through examination at their periodic meetings, the 
people's councils in a number of regions have checked the 
fulfillment of decisions made in previous meetings and have 
evaluated different situations. They expose good and bad 
points of each case while executing programs of new missions. 

The People’s Council in the Vlet-Bao Autonomous Zone 
has discussed and determined the standards of construction 
plans and of agricultural and cutlural developments. In 
Hanoi, Ha Dohg, Hai Duong, etc., many representatives of the 
people’s coiJihCils have observed and crltized the work of the 
executive committee. In many of the villages, such as Yen^ 
Tien (Nam Dlnh) and Due Thang (Hung Yen), etc., the people s 
councils have had substantial decisions on the direction and 
time taken to establish cooperatives, to encourage production, 
to buy food, and to construct schools. These decisions, 
which agree with the hopes of the masses and with local con¬ 
ditions, are enthusiastically welcomed by everyone; they pon^ 
tribute greatly to the substantialization of State plans. ; 
After each meeting of the people's councils in the provinces 
of Hai Duong, Hving Yen, .etc,, representatives of the people s 
coimcils are appointed to return to cooperatives, the deci¬ 
sions made by the people’s councils to the people and to move 
the latter to work for the realization of these decisions. 

The training of people’s councils representatives and 
cooperatives executive members has bQQU given attention.add 
is up-to-date. From June 1959 tp July I960, the provinces 
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have trained more than 7»000 executive members and 17,000 
people's councils representatives. The people who have re¬ 
ceived this training can See clearer than before tlie nature 
and responsibility of po.lltloal ■pdw^r.iv:Sndfthe dlvdsipn p la- 
bbr and responsibility of ihe. pebplb^ S :councils representa¬ 
tives and cooperative execitirlve member's. Their work and me¬ 
thods of working have thus Iseen much advanced. 

However, at present, the people's Councils .^-P; ®®'^y 
regions still have'a, number of shortcomings that deserve 

attention: ' ■ ’ 
In a number of regions, for example, the people s coun¬ 

cils do not meet regularly according to established 
regulations. MohOOver,: they do not .yet,act according to thel 
nature as State'legal organs in local regions. In Hanoi^ for : 
example* hot Until the past fifth month production and de^ 
velopment of cooperative agricultural production had been pop¬ 
ularized and had-reached the villages did the people s coun- . 
cil touch on these .subjects. One phenomenon of the short- _ 
comings is that'representatives are a. type wUo either do not -. 
attend meetings Of the people.'a councils or,attend them only 
as a matter of form. In H'ai Duong ahd Thanh Hoa provinces,^, 
meetings Of the people's couricils have been twice postponed 
because too few cadre ■representatives came to th© meetlys. 
In some places, caps had to be supplied before representatives 
would come to the meetings. "Another phenomenon_^ Is^stin the 
problem that people do not yet listen, attentively,.to, ideas 
of the representatives, believing that the latter are not 
political cadres, , . ^ . 4» . 

On the other hand, there is still a great number of 
representatives who .rely top much on the executive conmittee. 
At cooperative meetings, the time -taken to read reports is 
usually longer than discussion periods. Contents of meet¬ 
ings are oome times-too simply prepared; .many times, repre- 
sentatlves dO not ha-ve prepared documents.. Many .representa¬ 
tives of the people's councils do not yet report the work of 
the people's councils or popularize decisions made by Uhe 
latter to voters, therefore they cannot receive ideas^and the 
people's wishes in order to reflect them to, the, exeou-bive , . 
aoBalttoe, Moreover, the people’s councils do not ordinarily 
appoin-t an investigating committee, in orde.r to check on the 
executive committee and the .different, departments,, which exe-. 
cute the procedut^es, and td ei^tamlne poli-cies of the higher 
order and the decisions of the people's counolls. In many 
places, like in the city of Hanoi, ther© .is not yet-, an exe¬ 
cutive member who would be' in charge of cheoking, th© activity 
of the people's councils. Uritil today, only 3 provinces in 
the mountainous regions are opening classes to train repre¬ 
sentatives of the people's-councils; however, in the plain 



region and in such provinces as Ha Dong* Hghe An and Vinh 
Linh, there are no training classes yet foi* the cdbi)6i*‘atlve*s 
eScecLUtlve members. . 

The meniiqned shoibt points have, liifiited to a certain 
extent tlie, strength pf the political power. 

An imppi^t^nt rekbon for the above shortcomings is that 
the understanding of the roles of the people's councils, spe¬ 
cifically speaking, and the roles of the political power, 
generally speaking, by the cadres,.representatives of the peo¬ 
ple's councils and the people is still'below standard. At the 
past meeting of the political powers of all the northern 
region which was organized by the Department of Interior, 10 
provinces and cities like Hung Yen and Bac Ninh, Ha Noi, etc., 
did not send enough executive members to" participate in the 
meeting as sulmnoned by the Department, Some members did not 
call for meetings of the people's councils, some do not even 
know the contents of most of these meetings^ Some representa¬ 
tives went as far as believing that the people's councils is 
not an important o®gahization. Among the masses, many people 
do not yet see the roles of the people's councils. 

Another reason for the existence of the shortcomings 
of the people's councils is that many of the people’s coun¬ 
cils representatives are not helped or trained properly to 
the political standard or to know the ways of working, etc., 
thus they are still confused in their missions. Representa¬ 
tives WViO live in the same unit for example, do not yet have 
a friendly relation with one another, thus to help one ano¬ 
ther in the substantialization of their mission. 

To strengthen to reasonable standards, the State organs 
in the local regions, Party members and the political power 
must determine to quickly overcome all false tmderstandings 
about the State, to absorb the State's Marxist-Leninlst points 
of views. The People's Democratic State IS an important means 
of the revolution to construct a new society. 

On the foundation of accurate concepts about the Stats 
the roles of the People's Councils must be made those of the 
State's legal organs in the local regions as ruled by the 
Constitution, We must reorientate the livelihood in the Peo¬ 
ple's Councils according to its nature, we must develop the 
democratic spirit and the spirit of responsibility of the re¬ 
presentatives, we must continue to train representatives on 
their division of labor and responsibility, on methods of 
working, finally we must continue to reaffimn relations be¬ 
tween representatives and voters and between the people's 
Councils and the executive committee, 

10,222 
CSO:1371-S/l 
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. EDUCATE THE PEOPLE FOR SOCIAL 

[Following 19 a translatlGn, of an article'by’ 
; . Van Tronf^ In'. Nh.an Dan,' Hanoi, No. 2432^ .15 ■ • • ' 
' NOye.mber 1960,~pase 47] . 

At a meetiiig of Party cadre9 of the Education Depart¬ 
ment, where the decisions of the Third Party Congress were 
studied, the representatives discussed many problems, among 
them problems concerning ;the Party* s policy and-program in ■ 
educaoion. PolloT?rlng is.lthe outline of a few ideas discussed 
by.a number of representatives on a:subject that aroused warm 
enthusiasm at the meeting. The subject.'was; ".The Responsihi-' 
lity and Purpose of Education,” • . 

Three :Main Missions of Education 

■ Eduoatibn in ;the transitional period,'-the period of 
advance toward socialism, is composed of three distinct mis- 
sions: the education of the young generation, the training 
of cadres, and the unceasing develepnient of the cultural level' 
of the working class, *. 

The importance and urgent .nature of.these missions 
were recognized by all members at, the'meeting.-' The young 
generation includes children, teen-agers, and' young people, 
who constitute the greatest force,-.- These' are the ones, who ' 
heed to receive for a lengthy period an education in schools, 
before they are capable of engaging in actual production and 
construction. This clearly indicates that,,the teaching ,o,f - 
this generation, is in the long, run an Important •responsibility 
of education, .Comrade K,, representative from Nghe-An,remind- 
ed the, meeting of the hope which our. Party has in. this, young 
generation and the responsibility of; the'Education Department '.- 
regarding it as".follov/s: • 

' . At the Third Party Congress:' phairman: Ho, in-receiving ' 
the youth who.had come to celebrate, the Congress, had en-. ; 
couraged them to "work harder in order tp be socialists of . . 
the future," and "to be able in the futpre.^tp build. uP the ,, 
happiest and most beautiful society, that is, the communist 
society". The new people, whom we have the responsibility of 
educating, are the people of the new production force, living 



under new production relatiorishlps* 
Other representatives dlBo exjjr^e^s^d their special con¬ 

cern toward' the education of thB youhg geiiei'ation. At this 
meetings I listened to ^any eiithUsiastib discussions on the 
responsibility of the schools ih ddticatlng the young people 
who will sehve the present 'and future construction, of our 
Fatherland. ■ 

Some comrades said! "While many of the rural:children 
have iieVer seen automibiles or trains, we must thihk. of a way 
to teach these children to become the workers who will operate 
engines and control the automatic production lines. 

Representatives at the meeting not only thought of 
the young generation in our present school system, but they 
also thought of the training of cadres for the State*s First 
Five-Year Plan, of the responsibility to fight for the deve¬ 
lopment of the cultural level of the working class. We 
should next listen to the words of comrade H., representa¬ 
tive from Hai-Duong, who spoke of the things that oinr* villages 
demand of the education departments. 

To know when to sow, according to the right weather, 
is to be able to avoid rains and storms; to vinderstand about 
bacteria is to be able to make good fertilizers. Content 
of 3essons planned to develop the culture of the working 
class must help them to understand the above principles 
in order to be effective. Production in rural areas is de¬ 
veloping; this demands from farm workers a good level of 
technology. Do we lack books on technology? No. In Thanh- 
mlen, for example, there is a big closet of books in which 
there are many on technology. However everyone is still read¬ 
ing The Three Kingdoms. Why? Because there is no cult\ire 
and therefore there is not enough understanding of technology. 

Comrade Th., representative from the North, emphasized 
the heavy and special responsibility of the mission of edu¬ 
cation in advancing the mountainous region towards socialism, 
as follows: 

In Ha-G-lang region, 90% of the people from 12 to 40 
are still Illiterate. The Party requests that the mountain¬ 
ous region moves faster to follow the advancement of the 
plain region, and together with the plain region attain 
socialism. In order to catch the faster one, the follower 
must use a higher speed. However,speaking of education in 
the mo\intainous region, our speed of teaching here is slower 
than that of the plain region. In order to solve this con¬ 
tradiction, we must push stronger the mission of education in 
thesmountainous region, that is, to speed it up, positively 
educating for the mountainous region many people who will con¬ 
struct socialism. 
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The Problem of the Working Man 

The responsibility igif ; education liaving beeh.dibcussed 
the meeting'entered into discussions';Oni the.,piiirbose of edu¬ 
cation* ;■■■; '■ .-V,■' 

The working man wHo maiters his country, who hhs so¬ 
cialist consciousness, culture and technology, health and 
balanced develbpment—as the'political report: at, the Meeting, 
of the Third’Party Congress clearly indicated--I's .the'model. 
of man in the sbclalist system. Our society haS'-.the'nesppnii- 
bllity of developing such a'man; this is an extrenieiyVimport-' 
ant responsibility and we must' start'with chil^en from' three 
years of age to adult status, ■ . V ' 

The above ideas from comrade C; of the cadres train- , 
Ing center, are also ideas held by the majority of the re¬ 
presentatives. But what kind of working man is this new , 
and well-balanced and developed being? Many questions arise 
giving rise to rich ideas, such as how can one educate such 
a man within the education of system of our schools, the 
area of labor-production in the training of such ,a being, the 
relation between the service demanded by our society and the 
serving capacity, etc,. 

Some comrades said: In a number of our present schools, 
t'ae new students are only Intellectuals who kiiow little of 
labor, who still despise the labor-production of workers and 
farmers. These students, after graduation, will not have 
the capacity to participate in labor-production; they will 
not yet understand actual production, and therefore will not 
be workers in the true sense of the' word. Oth®^ comrades 
said! Our present school system, generally speaking, is some¬ 
what advanced in combining theory and practice, but on dif¬ 
ferent levels; therefore as theory advances; practice be¬ 
comes less possible, thus' it does not yet answer revolutionary 
requirements. 

A few observations on teachers presented an Important 
phenomenon: a great number of our present school teachers— 
Including the popular and College level teachers--6nly pay 
attention to development of student culturaT and scientific 
knowledge. To be good teabhers, however, they forgot that 
this is only bne phase Of education—though it is an import¬ 
ant one—in our whole system of education for Which teachers 
must be responsible.' Ore comrade from college spoke distinct-.' 
ly of the escape from actualliving and actual production 
which still exist in many teachers ahd students, as follows: 

T> try hard to enrich scientific knowledge is not only, 
a good deed but it is also an important ohe. H'oWe'ver, to have' 
the tendency to enclose oneself in the four walls of a 
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laboratory to search for high ideas, to invent "supremacy” 
in order to invest the most ehltural ideas, hut not wishing 
to participate ill labor-prodUctiott with T^orkers, or to study 
and search With the masses, this iS not the right direction 
to educate the working iSri according tO our opinion. We must 
destroy the belief that lahhr prabtice only helps us to 
understand a little more about labor or to acquaint ourselves 
With production. Our society needs actual workers who pro¬ 
duce material goods; education must create actual workers. 

After being unified on different and basic points of 
views about the' working man, the majority of representatives 
agreed that the working man whom the Education Department 
has the responsibility to educate is a man who has been train¬ 
ed to have prepared ideas, knowledge and technical skill, to 
be able to participate in all forms of labor,' most important 
labor-production. On 8 Hovember I960, comrade Ha Huy Oiap, 
member of the Party Central Committee and Secretary of the 
Party Education Department, in closing the meeting,expressed 
more concern on the above point. 

Our comrade said: The mission of education is an im¬ 
portant mission of the proletarian dictatorship. This is 
a great and complicated mission in which we must cooperate 
v’lth the masses to study and practise it, and then practise 
and study it again. The decision of the Third Pardy Congress 
is the light which opens the way for the Education Department 
to recognize its own direction and responsibility. In socie¬ 
ty, the most fundamental labor is production-labor. Produc¬ 
tion-labor is the high accomplishment of Intellectual educa¬ 
tion, moral education, physical education, aesthetic educa¬ 
tion, technology and ideology. The worker, whom our schools 
have the responsibility to educate, is the man with balanced 
development, who combines firmly handicraft labor with intel¬ 
lectual labor. He is a man who is superior in all aspects, 
who has all capacities to participate in the production of 
material goods for society. In short, this is the model of 
the Working man that socialism demands our schools create. 

Being the first meeting of the Education Department 
in studying the decisions of the Third Party Congress,.past 
meetings of Party cadres of the Education Department had pre¬ 
sented only a few ideas about the problems of education in 
the light of the decisions of the Third Party Congress. Ne- 
Nevertheless, it is certain that the ideas presented will 
help the people involved in the educational mission to think 
of their responsibility in relation to the revolutionary 
course of our coxmtry, "The human being is the most precious 
being," We educate the people for socialism; the more effi¬ 
ciently we accomplish this task the better will It be in both 
quantity and quality, for the realisation of the victory of 
socialism, 
10.222 



III,. ECONOMIC 

■ PUSH , TNE .MpROVEmP^^OF- TECHNO-ECONOMiC ' 
■ • AND TECHNICAL-' STANDARDS r.; . ' , 

[Following i,s a translation of an article Ly 
Le ThanTj Nghi in Nhan Dan. Hanoi. No 2'401V 
15 October i960, page 3,J 

(The Development and Establishment of Techno-Economic, 
and Technical Stc-ndards are Urgent Demands for , the Accomplish¬ 
ment of the Three-Year Plan and Preparation for the Five-Year 
Plan.) 

Since.'the northern part of our country has entered 
the transitional period tbiirard socialism, in accordance with 
the basic laws of the socialist economy, the economy of the 
north is gradually advancing toward a well-planned develop- 
.ment. ■ 

Planning our country’s economy, esped ally that of a 
socialist .e-conomy, has an extremely important relation with- 
the development o.f socialist production, the construction of 
socialism and the endless impievement of the people’s liv¬ 
ing standards. To realize socialist planning, we must tho¬ 
roughly study and use all means to make use of accomplish¬ 
ments in technology and sclence--both inside and outside of 
the country—in order to guarantee prompt advances in techno¬ 
logy in all branches of the people’s economy, and in order 
to ceaselessly develop production processes and labor effi¬ 
ciency, 

Hovrever, planning, is but-the first step .of the planning 
task; to mobilize the masses to participate in the stuggle 
to accomplish planned goals, and to surpass planned'goals, 
is one of the most important conditions,.in accelerating 
developmental speed of the people’s'economy. There is nO 
planning which can anticipate the potential capacities of 
enterprises or construction; those capacities and advanced 
standards only reveal themselves in the course of the people’s 
labor development. By the people’s .labor enthusiasm and their 
creative spirit, these capacities are developed and so are 
advanced standards, in order to replace.old standards which 
have become backward* Lenin has. called the State plan ’’the 
second program of the Party”, He thus,said: "in every ■ 
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cooperative and oonstl:*uction, the program will hd restudied 
and improved every day; in order.to become more perfect, it 
will be in constahi cha,nge,” r 

Cohsequehtiy, our PaHy dnd CJovernment take very seri¬ 
ously the vindertaking ef leader ship," the management of techno¬ 
logy and the rndnS-gement of all enterprises in .national con¬ 
struction and of other basic construction; thbse are founda¬ 
tions which occupy a highly important position in the peo¬ 
ple *a economic planning. From the past to the present, the 
Party and the GOverrment have always reminded the different 
departments and the different classes to strengthen leader¬ 
ship, to use all means in order to continuously develop the 
creative capacities of the people and cadres, to put into 
effect all existing capacities of machinery and favorable 
conditions in order to substantialize the motto of "producing 
promptly, in great quantity and in a good and inexpensive 
manner." 

Under the leadership of the Party and the Government, 
management improvement in enterprises in 1959 has had a new 
influence on all enterprises and construction. It has forti¬ 
fied socialist production relations in all national enter¬ 
prises and construction establishment; it has forced the work¬ 
ing people to improve their leading roles in enterprises and 
construction; it has strengthened their revolutionary enthusi¬ 
asm and their class consciousness. 

The movement has further strengthened Party leadership 
and has thus rendered more perfect the socialist management 
system in enterprises and construction. On the basis of 
strengthening labor management and regulations, the workers* 
competitive movements have developed with greater zeal, re¬ 
sulting in the development of ideas in the solution of dif¬ 
ficult problems existing in production and construction. 
Thanks to this, the State Three-Year Plan has been provided 
v/ith conditions for a complete victory. For example, many 
important targets are to be fiilfilled and overfulfilled. Many 
production \mits have completed plans before the planned dates. 

However, the movement if or management Improvement in 
enterprises in 1959 was only the first step in Improving the 
ideological and political standards of the people, of govern¬ 
ment employees and cadres. Moreover, it is but the first 
step in strengthening the ideological and pblitlcal leader¬ 
ship and in advancing to a certain extent the management of 
enterprises and construction. Because of the limits of time 
and understanding, this movement has hot as yet solved the 
problem of economic and technical leadership. At the present 
time, in a number of enterprises and construction, economic 
and technical management is still neglected; leading cadres 
have not taken this Undertaking seriously and therefore have 
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have not yet actively participated. 
Many comrades In Party committees, either 

- directors or construction directors, lead the nJSTi 
- , in political and orsantsa,tlonal acpect^^'fhev do „?? 

secure, techno-economic leadershin " 

ISSifesilSif 

'can we lead well°in°alT^S!Sd"'^??^°^^° technical standards 

. protect the^uality of SSds'""’lo®^ labor efficiency, 

onlTwhen'SchL^\coLnL°Tf tSL“l«sti^d"“A 
4l“y®Ss'blImfreSLeS: ". 

good an^JLSeSsJve'' Sd®"?f cSruct toJlSL^SjgStly.» 

wSfch s^Ja'afif' «i+o+ T vea as th© ba is for managoment and reali7a+inr) n-p 
?^on economic budgeting .sys?emT TS iea?iz^ 

opea^lng, the sstabllsLE?t"^r?^^fco4S™ol?^''^S^ 
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standards and the manasement of fulfilllhg’ these standard^ 
in the differeht defjariadnts and pro duct ion and cohstruotion 
units are still quite inadequate» 

The task of urgihg production arid oonstnuction to com¬ 
plete and surpass the planhdd gO^ls Of the Three-Year Plan, 
that is, the task of impelling socialist construction in 
the North, of impelling socialist industrialization in the 
First Five-Year Plan, demands that we must strengthen further 
the management of a we11-planned economy. But, first of all, 
v/e must strengthen the management of all national enterprises 
and basic construction establishments. Only by thus doing, 
will we be able to realize the following motto: "to distri¬ 
bute and utilize well labor and capital, to work hard to 
economize in all aspects, to fight to obtain the highest 
results I'fith lovrest expenditures," as outlined in the poli¬ 
tical report of "the Party Central Committee at the Third 
Party Congress, The development and establishment of techno- 
economic and technical standards have become an urgent de¬ 
mand in all construction and enterprises... 

What must we d.o to push the Improvement of techno- 
economic and technical standards? 

One problem Of this movement is to make cadres and 
workers understand the deep meaning of the establishment of 
technO-economlc and technical standards, that is, to make 
them see clearly that the realization of this movement will 
be beneficial to all concerning enterprises, the State, the 
people^s and cadres* own lives. The task of establishing 
techno-ecbnbmic and technical standards is, therefore, di¬ 
rectly related to the production task; it is furthermore a 
useful weapon to push the Improvement of labor efficiency 
and of the realization of economization. 

The movement of competition in constructing the ad¬ 
vanced unit and the advanced individual is of the same nature 
as the task of establishing techno-economic and technical 
Standards. For both movements complement one another, en¬ 
courage one another in their development. The firm coordina¬ 
tion of these two movements will consequently guarantee an 
accomplishment which will surpass the planned goals of enter¬ 
prises and construction plans. The realization to the best 
of the establishment of standards, will make the construction 
of plans and the direction to realize these plans easy and 
convenient. 

The establishment of techno-economic and technical 
standards in enterprises and construction should not be a 
difficult task to workers and cadres. Through practical ex¬ 
periences in the past, we all understand each machine, each 
link of the production chain, each task;moreover, we under¬ 
stand each and all demands pertaining to production techniques. 
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raw materials ancJvniiterial consummation/etc... Besides, 
being well organized; directed and developed in ideas at 
present, xi;e must therefdre -fee..s,ble to discover inadequacy 

• and.v/eaknesses, so as to fee,a,feie to contribute many ideas 
in order to reform our tecimiltieS /to conform with prodiiction* 
In^order to raiee labor efficiency and to economize in raw 
.materials and materials. ,On this basis.., we should be able 
to create many advanced standards. Actual facts from the 
cement factory in Haiphong, the. tea factory in Phu-tho, and 
the beer factory m Hanoi have proved that workers have dis- 

■ covered and sblved many important problems in technical 
management, which formerly could not be solved by technical 

• _ While developing and establishing techno-economic 
and technical standards, we must on the one hand rely on the 

> average,levels of advancements, overcome all Conservative 
tendencies, that is, fear of difficult situations and there¬ 
fore refusal to raise standards. On the other hand, we must 
be cautious of tendencies to set too high standards, that 
the people will not have enough conditions to follow. We 
must; give workers basic knowledge on the production proce¬ 
dures and techniques, on- construction in each organ, to give 

production and construction techniques so 
that they can handle the ■••established teChno-economic and 
technical standards, 

- In order to reward the workers,* labor and to encour¬ 
age the Increase in efficiency, in the ecbnomization of raw 
materials and materials, to raise the quality of products, 
leading cadres must pay attention to develbp ‘the functions 
of tne systems of salary-according-to-products”, and of re- 

. wards, etc... At the same-time, cadres must promote the 
spirit of socialist duty fulfillment to raise labor effi¬ 
ciency and to develop production. 
+ 4 above must be fulfilled under the firm direc¬ 
tion of the Party, ’ The Party leadership must be strengthen¬ 
ed in order to be able to move the masses, to promote the 
movement toward a triumphant success. The Party committees 
in enterprises and construction must recognize the import¬ 
ant goal of the establishment of techno-economic and techni¬ 
cal standards. Each cadre and Party member must know tho¬ 
roughly each program and motto of the Party; each must exert 
himself to realize tho four-togethernessesj eat together, 
live together, work together and discuss together with co- 
\jorkers and to actually mingle with the masses and to learn 
from the masse::. • 

_ At the same time each Of us must closely fbllow tech¬ 
nical cadres and workers, to participate in their work in 
order to help them and learn from them, to unite leadership 
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firmly with the masses’, and ideology with specialized 
technology^ Labor must be clearly assigned to organizations 
of the masses; moreover^ \}b must help labor unions to deve¬ 
lop this movementi to educate the working people,and to help 
young vrorkb 1*5 to develop primary roles in their advanced 
study and to make use of .the advanced standards. On the 
other hand, we muat organize firm coordination between pro¬ 
fessional courses and technological courses in enterprises, 

in addition to the problems discussed above, to en¬ 
hance the establishment of standards, must pay great 
attention to labor organization and the organization of techno 
economic management. Techno-economic and technical standards 
can be best realized and developed depending on whether or 
not labor organization and techno-economic managing organiza¬ 
tion are well strengthened and fortified. In order to forti¬ 
fy labor organization, we must pay attention In construct¬ 
ing and strengthening the leadership of production organiza¬ 
tions, The latter are the foundations for better management 
in enterprises and construction; they are moreover the start¬ 
ing points of the mass movement in enterprises and construc¬ 
tion, Furthermore, in order to give the production organiza¬ 
tions the conditions and the responsibility to carry out and 
to manage techno-economic and technical standards, we must 
construct and fortify them vrell. 

As for professional and technical organizations, to 
strengthen them, to decide their responsibility, their divi¬ 
sion of labor and their methods of working, we must under¬ 
stand thoroughly the establishment of tachno-economlc and 
technical standards. ¥e must build firm coordination between 
professional and technical tasks and the production movement 
of the working people. Only in this way, will professional 
and technical tasks be able to serve production in an effec¬ 
tive way; at the same time they will be able to raise un¬ 
ceasingly the professional and technical levels of the above 
organizations. 

The mission of completing the I960 and the Three-Year 
Plan, to siiTpass the planned goals, and the preparation fijr 
the accomplishment of the First Five-Year Plan demand that 
we must victoriously accomplish the establishment of techno- 
economic and technical standards. V7e must transform the en¬ 
thusiastic spirit of victory at the Third Party Congress 
into a strength to act on the substantialization and deve¬ 
lopment of this mission in enterprises and construction to 
maintain this well-timed movement to its beautiful end. 



? 

■ THE CEASELESS ADVANCE OF AGRICULTURAL 
: DEVELOPMENT AND'HDML OONStHDCTlON 

[Following Is a translatioh of an article by 
Tran Huu Due in Nhan Dan. No, 2426, Hanoi, 
9 November i960, page 3,] 

Agriculture Is the Foundation of 
Industrial Development 

As the political report of the Central Committee and 
the decision of the Party Congress clearly indicate, after 
the accomplishment of the Three-Year Plan of reforming and 
developing culture and economy, we will step into the work 
of the First Five-Year Plan, This is the change to undertake 
socialism as of central importance, starting on the first 
steps of constructing a material and technical foundation for 
socialism, at the same time continuing socialist reform, ad¬ 
vancing the country’s socialist industrialization* transform¬ 
ing our northern region from a divided and backward economi¬ 
cal status into a genuine socialist economy with contempor¬ 
ary industry and agriculture, and with advanced culture and 
science. This is the great construction of;our Party and of 
our people, which demands-frpm us the determination to fight 
through suffering and difficulties to realize it. 

In the process of building socialism, agriculture has 
an extremely important function because it is the .foundation 
of the development of Industry, Not only must we reform 
the'rural economy from individual and scattered production in¬ 
to a collective socialist economy, but we must also transform 
the backward situation of the economy, which depends greatly 
on nature and where the efficiency and quantity of production 
is low, into a contemporary agriculture which is highly me¬ 
chanized and which is well equipped with irrigation. 

For only when agriculture has advanced to a collective 
state and 4a on a large and contemporary scale, can we on the 
one hand eliminate the causes of class exploitation and, on 
the other hand, develop the creative spirit and great strength 
of everyone to conquer nature, explore all rich resources, 
raise the efficiency and quantity of production—these are most 
important—thus satisfying the demands of the economy and of 
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the people. Moreover, we pan al.sh i*alse; the livihg standards 
of the villagers I materially and vOulturallyi-'^O^ whSn we 
reach these goals of reconstructing our agriculture arid farms 
will \^e be able tb ansii/er to'"the needs of Industrial develop¬ 
ment and cohtinually Improve the lives of-the farmers, and 
realize socialist industrialization. 

At present, we have basically accomplished the unifi¬ 
cation of all- lower-level cooperatives, and on the basis of 
the successful cooperativizatlon movement, we have advanced 
technology and' production. Thanks to this we have improved 
the accumulation and incomes of cooperatives and have Improved 
greatly the lives of cooperative members. The latter are 
great achievements that have created new and favorable condi¬ 
tions for the development of agriculture. Improvement of the 
lives Of farmers and of new rural construction. 

However, speaking generally of production, our econo¬ 
my is still basically that of a backward agriculture. Thus, 
although the efficiency and quantity of production has been 
highly raised Oompared to that of older days, they are still 
low when compared to needs and to the capacity of agriculture. 
Moreover, though the straggle against calamities has been im¬ 
proved, the agi’lcultural situation still depends greatly on 
i;ature, which has brought us many difficulties. 

Concerning cooperatives, although the organization 
of cooperatives has been basically accomplished and the quali¬ 
ty of the cooperation movement is improving each day, the 
majority of cooperatives is still low:level and on a small- 
scale, Production conditions are lacking, capital accumula¬ 
tion is low, production implements and materials are still 
in short supply and rudimentary, and management-leadership 
is still confused. 

Regarding the people's living standards, because ifo- 
ductlon is still low and labor time still idle, production 
is not highly developed. Therefore, although living stand¬ 
ards in the villages have been Improved, compared to stand¬ 
ards in the colonialist, imperialist and feudalist regimes, 
according to present demands, however, living standards in 
many villages in many regions are still encountering diffi¬ 
culties, Therefore, the accomplishment of cooperatlvlzing 
all lower-level cooperatives has been a great victory, a 
determining step in the improvement of production relations, 
which furthermore promotes our northern region to a more ad¬ 
vanced socialist cooperation. This, however, is but the be¬ 
ginning of the long road to the final goal, and should not 
permit us to be satisfied. Having accomplished the building 
of socialism in the villages, we must continue to advance 
further; we must not waste any time in the advance or to re¬ 
treat. 
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Direction and Responal-billtles In the Development. ■ 
and R^formatldn of Af^rlculture First Flve*Y3ar Flap. 

' Not yet; spealslng of long-term goals in the First Five- 
Year Plan, the Wli^ticai report the decision of the Par- 
ty Congress have outlined the following great missions assign¬ 
ed to the agricultural branOh and rural areas: To complete 
the reformation of productloii .relations in agriculture,. tO • 
complete the cooperativizatlon of lower cooperatives, to 
expand lower cooperatives into higher ones, and to unite ■. 
all .higher small-scale cooperatives into larger cooperatives. 
In the cooperation movement, only when the lower-form coop¬ 
eratives, which are semi-socialist but small-scale, are trans¬ 
formed into the higher-form cooperatives, which are•complete¬ 
ly socialist and large-scale, will there be the strength and 
capacity to gradually use semi-mechanized implements to 
realize mechanization, hydraulization and electrification,■- 
thus Improving efficiency and Incomes every day and accumu¬ 
lating more capital for the further development of production. 

In addition to the agricultural production coopera¬ 
tives, which are the people s collective economy,we must 
build large-scale State farms, which will be owned by the 
people and managed by the State. These will serve as the 
skeleton of the socialist agricultural economy in the villages, 
as well as the symbol of collective agriculture. 

Cooperatives and State farms that are firmly united 
are the organs of the socialist agricultural system. 

In production, oh the basis of cooperatives and State 
farms that are better developed and fortified every day, 
agriculture must develop in an all-out way, be strong and 
stable, in order, on the one hand, to begin the solution of 
the food problem and material supplies to Industry. And, on 
the' other hand, exportation of agricultural products must be 
Improved, especially special tropical products, Finally, the 
accumulation of capital, which is necessary for the advance¬ 
ment of the economy, and cooperative relations with frater¬ 
nal countries must be expanded. At the same time, by en¬ 
couraging the development of agriculture and improvement of 
income for cooperatives, we can improve the living standards 
of cooperative members every day, attaining the living stand¬ 
ards of the rich middle farmers in the next five years. ' 

Problem of Orpianlzation 

To guar:.ntee an all-out, strong, and stable advance : 
of the cooperation movement and agricultural production^ to ■ 
comply with proposed requirements, we must "at the same time 



strengthen the work of ideological education in the agri¬ 
cultural cooperative s» improve the work of management, im¬ 
prove lahoi* organization and technoiogy* Utilize and popu¬ 
larize advaneOd ahd keiJiiomaohanizad implements and encourage 
irrigatlLon work and lahd-re^prm in order to Improve produc¬ 
tion .**”• The State farms,';ihanks to favorable conditions 
which permit them to use advanced technology and to materi¬ 
alize agricultural mechanization, must improve organization, 
business management, and must never stop to improve labor 
efficiency, yields of all agricultural crops, cattle breed¬ 
ing and develop their Influence over cooperatives. 
-■ To undertake ideological education and Improve techno- 
losy» PlS'Unlng management, finance, and labor organization 
are complicated tasks, but they are important to the con¬ 
struction and development of the socialist economy in the 
villages. These tasks must expand from the lower to the 
higher and must comply to the level of cooperatives, coop¬ 
erative members and cadres. At present, we have obtained 
initial success in these tasks, but we must still try to 
advance and improve fvrc’ther in order to comply with the or¬ 
ganization of larger cooperatives every day and with the re¬ 
sponsibilities of prcG.LX'oion development and construction 
which become heavier every day. 

From being exploited to being proprietors, and from 
individual production—depending largely on nature and 
managing a few mau of land with rudimentary and few imple¬ 
ments—to managing collective economic organizations on a 
large scale with calculated and well-planned businesses, both 
cadres and rural people cannot hdlp but be confused in the 
beginning. They cannot help being influenced by the old 
ideas and habits of the old regime, while materializing the 
responsibilities of the new mission. 

During this time, there ^e demands for the establish¬ 
ment of cooperatives and development of production. The 
latter demands the improvement of training of the rural ca¬ 
dres and people, making them ready for new technology and 
new responsibility so that they may give the best management 
to small scale cooperatives. But there is also a demand 
to broaden the people's education so that they may handle 
modern technology, manage larger scale agricultural enter¬ 
prises and many-sided businesses, and control all phases of 
the villages* missions which are increasing day. by day, 

-To transform farmers of Individual labor to; socialist 
labor, with not only high political consciousness, skillful 
management and teclnology,but with higher culture,, is not an 
easy and simple problem. It is a difficult task which must 
be undertaken by cadres who have been carefully trained to 



do so. Prac-tical.'j^apt:.©:ApefIences have proved that diffi¬ 
culties arise to encourage a developMent ^fflovement when pro- 
duction relations are newly -changed, when production strength 
begins to develop-and Wtien the level cadres and'the pep- ' . 
pie is still below the necessary.Sthiidnrd of' improvement. 

In short, looking ahead and fpdm a long tePjif view,. 
we have obtained great results in bringing villages to social-, 
ism. However, these are but first results; we must ndt\ 
underestimate these victories, bn the other hand, we must 
not consider them to be sufficient or perfect ahd neglect 
existing problems, which results in taking lightly the great¬ 
er responsibilities to be accomplished, the difficulties to 
be overcome. 

To-reach the goal of socialism, advance toward realize* 
ation of mechanization, “chemicalization” and electrifica¬ 
tion, that is,' to advance toward the realization of a modern 
agriculture, to advance toward better and happier lives, 
to obtain all these, we must proceed'on realistic grounds, 
that is, we must organize cooperation and the agricultural 
production assigned to us. Basically speaking, after having 
accomplished the cooperatlvizatioh of lower-level coopera¬ 
tives. We must try to f-..rtify cooperatives in all aspects 
according to instrcuctlons and decisions [previously] outlined 
and to make existing cooperatives stable and well-fortified, 
organizations, both ideologically and professionally. We 
must piepare to raise these cooperatives to higher ones and 
on a larger scale. At the same time, we must rely on these' 
cooperatives and on the basis of well developed organizations," 
expand competition to advance technology and develop produc¬ 
tion movement-consciousness in the people. 

Each cooperative, based on its own practical condi¬ 
tions, must plan food production, over-all production plans 
for cultivation, breeding cattle, fishing, forestry, etc. 
Production and expenditure plans, and collective production 
plans and family production piahs all must be properly planned' 
according to appropriate labor., Each cooperative must find 
ways to increase crops, explore lands, develop secondary jobs, 
to start construction and utilize still available labor. 
The movement of working spirit among the cooperative members . 
is of main importance, and proceeding from this, all diffi-’ , 
culties, are to be solved and production and Income increased. 

Speaking particularly of rural labor, we must find 
ways to utilize labor appropriately. In eaCh cooperative, 
especially those of the plain regions -where there is more 
manpower and f-‘wer rice fields, we must on the one hand be 
practical in calculating the work Involved In production And 
construction and, on the other hand, calculate and distribute 
available labor appropriately. What is left of available 



labor-and. "tbe^e is certainly much of It left—must be divid¬ 
ed and used in State enterprises and construction that have 
firm management and organization. Some labor should be used 
in the construction of new agricultural production bases, 
Using realistic plans, organization and leadership. All of 
this Constitutes a great task which each cooperative must 
undertake, to calculate it well and realize it in the most 
positive and acciirate way. 

The cooperation of the majority of the people has been 
mobilized; this is the greatest force. Once this great force 
is guided and developed there is nothing impossible to under¬ 
take, that is, there would be nothing that could stop the 
agricultural movement from improvement and strong advance. 

This is the time,however, to purge false eonsidera- 
tlons and ideas that once basic cooperation has been accom¬ 
plished, everything is done. For these are ideas that mis¬ 
take the cooperativization of lower-level cooperatives as 
the accomplishment of the whole task, or that the present 
situation of our farms and agriculture, of efficiency and 
quantity of production cannot be advanced any further, etc,.. 

On the contrary, we must rely on decisions made by 
the Party to educate and broaden the masses' knowledge, to 
move the people to fight and overcome all suffering in order 
to change the conditions of the farms, to press the develop¬ 
ment of production and the improvement of living standards. 

The problem finally brought forth is, first of all, 
that Party members and cadres must recognize the signifi¬ 
cance of all transformations of the mass movement in the 
villages at present. We must recognize the potential capa¬ 
cities of each cooperative and in each local region; we must 
make oia:*selves the models to teach others, and finally we 
must mobilize and organize the forces of the masses to sub¬ 
stantialize all programs planned by the Party, 


